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Advanced structural alloys often possess complex microstructures and low symmetry 
crystal structures that exhibit twinning, phase transformation and variations in strength between 
families of slip systems. These attributes give rise to anisotropic and asymmetric mechanical 
behaviors. Because of this, their three-dimensional mechanical properties and mechanisms of 
deformation cannot be fully understood through uniaxial characterizations. To investigate these 
behaviors with multiaxial macroscopic loading, a custom planar biaxial load frame capable of in 
situ X-ray diffraction experimentation has been built. The instrument was designed to study any 
arbitrary plane-stress loading condition, in addition to load path change events. Thus, the 
micromechanics of full plane stress yield and transformation loci may be quantified in addition 
to path-dependent behaviors. Many previous planar biaxial experiments have primarily focused 
on tension-tension loading of sheet metals. Thus, specimen geometries capable of planar biaxial 
compression-compression, tension-compression, and tension-tension were designed using finite 
element analysis, mechanical testing, and digital image correlation. The design of the 
experimental setup and its capabilities are discussed. 
The hexagonal close-packed (hcp) phase of alpha titanium alloys has limited deformation 
mechanisms. Additionally, twinning deformation, observed in many HCP alloys, is suppressed 
by adequate aluminum content. Critical resolved shear stress anisotropy between remaining slip 
systems gives rise to soft grains preferentially oriented for slip, and hard grains that are not. 
Dwell fatigue, where prolonged peak load is applied each cycle, is known to adversely affect life 
compared to regular cyclic fatigue for uniaxial loading. It is generally accepted that this dwell 
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debit is due to load shedding between soft and hard grains that occurs because of low hardening 
and propensity to creep at low temperatures. However, our understanding of biaxial dwell fatigue 
life and mechanisms, relevant to loading of aircraft turbine compressor blades, is lacking. These 
topics were studied using the aforementioned experimental setup and far-field high-energy 
diffraction microscopy, which enabled grain-averaged and spatially-resolved 3D information, 
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CHAPTER 1   
INTRODUCTION 
Weight minimization is critical to efficient aerospace designs and is often achieved 
through appropriate material selection and component geometry design. Titanium (Ti) alloys 
have become widely used in aerospace designs due to their high strength-to-weight ratios, 
corrosion resistance, and elevated temperature properties [1]. Advancements in application of Ti 
alloys can be made through alloy development and thorough mechanical characterization. By 
more completely understanding mechanical behaviors, at both macro and micro length scales, 
material performance can be more accurately and reliably predicted, enabling better, less 
conservative design optimization. The aim of this thesis is to contribute advancements in 
techniques for understanding micromechanical behaviors in crystalline materials as well as apply 
these techniques toward increased characterization of micromechanical behaviors in Ti alloys. 
1.1. Thesis Organization 
Chapter 2 is an adaptation of an article to be submitted to Experimental Mechanics. The 
article focuses on the development of an experimental platform for investigating 3D 
micromechanical behaviors of crystalline materials subjected to arbitrary planar biaxial loadings 
by utilizing in situ far-field high energy diffraction microscopy (ff-HEDM). This experimental 
platform was utilized for the dwell fatigue studies on titanium with 7 wt. % aluminum (Ti-7Al) 
discussed in Chapter 4. The roles and affiliations of the authors are as follows: 
Garrison M. Hommer: Graduate Research Assistant, primary researcher and author, Mechanical 
Engineering, Colorado School of Mines. 
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Jun-Sang Park: Beamline Scientist, experimental setup and data collection, Materials Physics 
and Engineering Group, Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Lab. 
Peter Kenesei: Beamline Scientist, experimental setup and data collection, Materials Physics and 
Engineering Group, Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Lab. 
Ali Mashayekhi: Beamline Safety Coordinator, experimental setup and safety, Materials Physics 
and Engineering Group, Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Lab. 
Jonathan D. Almer: Beamline Scientist, experimental setup and beamline access, Materials 
Physics and Engineering Group, Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Lab. 
Justin Vignes: Engineer, load frame design, MTS Systems Corporation. 
Steve R. Lemmer: Engineer, load frame design, MTS Systems Corporation. 
Bjorn Clausen: Staff Scientist, SMARTS Instrument Scientist, experimental setup, Materials 
Science and Technology, Los Alamos National Laboratory. 
Don W. Brown: Senior Researcher, experimental setup, Materials Science and Technology, Los 
Alamos National Laboratory. 
Aaron P. Stebner: Professor, academic thesis advisor, corresponding author, Mechanical 
Engineering, Colorado School of Mines. 
Chapter 3 is an adaptation of an article to be submitted to Scripta Materialia. The article 
focuses on the development of a visualization method for the activation of slip and twinning 
systems as they depend on crystal orientation and multiaxial stress state. The method is 
conceptually similar to visualizing Schmid factor for uniaxial stress states on inverse pole figures 
(IPFs). The method is to plot normalized tensor-based resolved shear stress calculations on pole 
figures (PFs), with the normalization serving to bound the resolved shear stress by [0.0, 0.5], as 
Schmid factor is inherently bounded. This visualization method aids in the data analyses and 
interpretations in Chapter 4. The roles and affiliations of the authors are as follows: 
Garrison M. Hommer: Graduate Research Assistant, primary researcher and author, Mechanical 
Engineering, Colorado School of Mines. 
Adam L. Pilchak: Materials Research Engineer, industrial thesis advisor, Air Force Research 
Laboratory, Materials and Manufacturing Directorate (AFRL/RXCM). 
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Aaron P. Stebner: Professor, academic thesis advisor, corresponding author, Mechanical 
Engineering, Colorado School of Mines. 
Chapter 4 focuses on analysis and interpretation of data collected during planar biaxial 
dwell fatigue in situ ff-HEDM experiments on Ti-7Al. Data were collected for 4:4 and 1:4 stress 
ratios at loaded and unloaded states for cycles 1-5 and 50. The data consisted of grain averaged 
orientations, centers of mass, volumes and lattice strain tensors for each grain in the probed 
sample volume. These efforts bring new mechanistic insight to dwell fatigue behavior in Ti 
alloys.  
Chapter 5 provides a broad summary of the work contained within this thesis and 
concluding remarks. The overall goals of this work are summarized and how their 
accomplishment contributes to scientific and industrial communities. Suggestions regarding 
industrial design are made based on the findings. 
Chapter 6 addresses ongoing and future work. The primary area of ongoing work is 
microstructural characterization of biaxially loaded specimens using scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Future ff-HEDM experiments 
are suggested that would allow better characterization of the findings in this work and 
investigation of additional aspects. 
1.2. Overview of Dwell Fatigue in Titanium Alloys 
Titanium and its alloys are typically divided into three categories (alpha, alpha+beta, and 
beta) according to their predominant crystal structures. Commercially pure (CP) titanium has a 
hexagonal close packed (hcp) crystal structure and is known as the alpha phase. The addition of 
alloying elements (beta stabilizers) and rapid cooling rates can serve to stabilize and retain the 
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high temperature body centered cubic (bcc) phase known as the beta phase [2]. A schematic 
phase diagram is shown in Figure 1.1. The majority of commercial Ti alloys are considered 
alpha+beta with alpha being the dominant phase. 
 
Figure 1.1 Schematic of a pseudo-binary section through a β isomorphous phase diagram 
illustrating the effect of temperature and beta stabilizer alloying element concentration on the 
alpha/beta composition of an alloy. Adapted from [2].  
 
Stress dwell periods and constant high mean stresses are detrimental to fatigue life of 
alpha phase (i.e., hexagonal close packed, or hcp) dominated Ti alloys at low temperatures 
(approximately less than 200° C). Limited deformation mechanisms in the hcp crystal structure 
(Error! Reference source not found.) are responsible for this effect. This effect is even more 
pronounced in alloys containing greater than 5 weight percent aluminum, as this amount of Al 
has been shown to suppress twinning [3], further limiting the deformation mechanisms. Strong 
slip system anisotropy, up to a factor of  3.33 for critical resolved shear stress (CRSS, the 
minimum shear stress required to activate a slip system), gives rise to plastically hard and soft 
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grains [4]. At higher temperatures, creep and stress relaxation occur far more rapidly, as that load 
shedding does not occur during stress dwell periods [4]. 
 
Figure 1.2 hcp slip and twinning systems. Ti alloys with greater than 5 wt. % Al generally only 
slip, greatly limiting their ability to accommodate c-axis deformation. Adapted from [6]. 
 
Soft grains are preferentially oriented to slip relative to the applied stress tensor. Hard 
grains are not. Limited deformation mechanisms reduce material hardening, causing room 
temperature creep (dislocation motion) in soft grains. When a soft grain is located next to a hard 
grain, local load shedding and dislocation pile-up occur at the grain boundary as slip does not 
occur in the hard grain. These dislocation pile-ups cause microvoid formation, leading to crack 
initiation and ultimately failure. This mechanism is illustrated in Figure 1.3. Dwell fatigue in Ti 
alloys became a prominent area of research following in-service failure of Rolls-Royce RB211 
fan discs in the early 1970’s due to incorrect life prediction from regular cyclic fatigue data [5]. 
A dwell cycle for a jet engine turbine compressor disk consists of load application during takeoff 
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and ascending to cruise, the dwell period during cruise, and load removal during descending 
from cruise and landing. It is known that the discs experience orthogonal biaxial tension-tension 
stress states ranging in proportion from 1:4 in the root to 4:4 in the web. An abundance of data 
has been collected for varying dwell times, alloy compositions, microstructures, textures, 
hydrogen (H) contents and temperatures. While studies of this phenomenon are extensive for 
uniaxial loading, they are lacking for biaxial loading. The goal of the project is to understand this 
phenomenon under tension-tension biaxial loads, which will ultimately aid in design and life 
prediction of jet engine turbine compressor discs. 
 
Figure 1.3 Schematic of postulated dwell fatigue failure mechanism where dislocations moving 
through soft grains accumulate at hard grain boundaries and form microvoids, leading to failure. 
Adapted from [4]. 
 
Dwell times varying from 15 s to 45 min. were initially used with 1-2 min. becoming 
more standard as near maximum dwell debit (the ratio of cyclic fatigue life to dwell fatigue life, 
such that a dwell debit of two indicates a cyclic fatigue life twice that of a dwell fatigue life for 
the same maximum and minimum stress states) is found to be obtained in this time span [5], [7]–
[9]. The alpha phase gives rise to dwell sensitivity, therefore alloys containing higher 















cooling by alpha nucleation at beta grain boundaries that subsequently grow into the beta grains, 
forming parallel laths, as seen in Figure 1.4a [2]. Basket weave microstructures develop during 
faster cooling rates also by alpha nucleation at beta grain boundaries, however, the lath sizes are 
smaller and do not fill the entire beta grains leading to additional alpha nucleation on the alpha 
laths and growth perpendicular to them [2]. Both of these microstructures are seen in common 
commercial alpha + beta alloys such as Ti-6Al-4V (Ti-64). Aligned alpha lath microstructures, 
commonly referred to as beta annealed, (Figure 1.4a) show dwell sensitivity whereas the basket 
weave microstructure (Figure 1.4b) did not show an increased fatigue crack growth (FCG) rate. 
This is because the aligned alpha lath microstructure provides greater lengths along which planar 
basal slip can accumulate and dwell fatigue cracks can propagate. Unlike in the alpha lathe 
microstructure, slip and crack propagation is arrested by the highly interwoven phase/grain 
boundaries in the basket weave microstructure. Strain accumulation in these microstructures 
under cyclic fatigue is shown in Figure 1.5 and strain accumulation in the basket weave 
microstructure under cyclic and dwell fatigue is shown in Figure 1.6. Texture was also found to 
have a significant effect on dwell sensitivity. In strongly textured materials a dwell debit was 
only observed when the principal stress axis was aligned with the c-axis. In all studies it has been 
observed that temperatures ranging from 75-230° C, depending on alloy composition and 
microstructure, eliminate the dwell effect due to an increased rate of stress relaxation throughout 
the material, which in turn prevents load shedding from soft to hard grains, the postulated 




Figure 1.4 Examples of (a) aligned alpha lath microstructure (alpha is dark) and (b) basket weave 




Figure 1.5 Accumulation of strain during cyclic fatigue in basket weave and aligned alpha 




Figure 1.6 Accumulation of strain during dwell fatigue in aligned alpha microstructure in 
Timetal 685 alloy. Adapted from [5]. 
 
Cyclic and dwell fatigue and creep have complex dependencies on H content. Hydrogen 
causes softening or hardening depending on stress level (Figure 1.7) [11]. Accumulation of strain 
during creep vs. dwell fatigue at different stress levels (Figure 1.8) may affect this behavior. For 
σmax/σy = 1.05 strain accumulation is greater during creep, while for σmax/σy = 0.93 strain 
accumulation is greater during dwell fatigue. This stress level hardening/softening effect has also 
been observed in a comparison of cyclic and dwell fatigue at σmax/σy = 1, where increased H 
content always corresponds to decreased accumulated strain and increased fatigue or dwell 
fatigue life. However, at σmax/σy = 0.93, this trend is not observed in dwell fatigue (Figure 1.9), 
as the strain accumulation in the 67 ppm H is bracketed by the 30 and 90 ppm. 
Very little work has been published about biaxially loaded Ti alloy performance, 
including monotonic, cyclic and dwell fatigue. Doquet and De Greef [9] achieved near 
equibiaxial tension in thin walled tubes through internal pressure tensile testing. Their tests were 
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conducted under load control. Their findings showed an average 23% increase in cyclic fatigue 
lives in biaxially loaded specimens, however, their data set was inconclusive on the lifetime 
effect of load biaxiality on dwell fatigue due to limited data points and spread (Figure 1.10). 
Stress-based fatigue models did not replicate this behavior, indicating that an energy-based 
model may be more suitable. This is also supported by decreased rates of tangential (i.e., hoop) 
and axial (i.e., along the axis of the cylinder) strain accumulation in biaxial dwell fatigue 
compared to uniaxial dwell fatigue (Figure 1.11 and Figure 1.12). Axial strain is also reduced by 
load biaxiality through the Poisson effect. They also found an increase in microvoid formation in 
alpha grains and at alpha/beta phase boundaries, which is in agreement with the proposed load 
shedding failure mechanism. 
 
Figure 1.7 Additional H content in alpha/beta Ti alloys exhibits stress dependent hardening and 
softening effects. Adapted from [11]. 
 
Evans and Bache [12] produced biaxiality through torsion of a thin-walled tube, relying 
on fixed axial boundary conditions to create load biaxiality. As such, the level of biaxiality was 
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not characterized. Their work inconclusively indicated that load biaxiality may accelerate dwell 
fatigue failure. Fractography supported the commonly observed dwell fatigue failure surface of 
quasi-cleavage on basal planes oriented perpendicular to the principal stress axis in both tension 
and biaxial loadings. 
 
Figure 1.8 Accumulated strain under creep and dwell fatigue loadings for (a) σmax/σy = 1.05 and 




Figure 1.9 Variation in accumulated strain with H content under creep and dwell fatigue loadings 




Figure 1.10 Fatigue lives for uniaxial and biaxial fatigue, and uniaxial and biaxial dwell fatigue. 




Figure 1.11 Mean tangential strain accumulation in uniaxial and biaxial fatigue, and uniaxial and 





Figure 1.12 Mean axial strain accumulation in uniaxial and biaxial fatigue, and uniaxial and 
biaxial dwell fatigue. Uniaxial specimens were loaded through internal pressure. Adapted from 
[9]. 
 
1.3. Crack Initiation and Propagation in Titanium Alloys 
Crack initiation and propagation of the alpha phase in titanium alloys has been an 
ongoing study since the 1960s when cleavage fracture was reported to occur on high-index 
planes approximately 15° from the basal, nearest to {101(7} or {101(8} [13]. Studies have focused 
on the mechanisms leading to the observed facture surfaces, and how they lead to fracture 
surface appearances and plane orientations. An early attempt at rationalizing this occurrence was 
suggested by Wanhill, that embrittlement mechanisms (e.g. oxygen or hydrogen) may be 
responsible. However, no detailed explanations were provided [14]. More recent studies, 
primarily conducted by Pilchak et al. and Sinha et al., have employed quantitative tilt 
fractography (QTF) [15] to accurately characterize (within 1-3°) fracture facet crystallography, 
including orientations of facets and their orientations relative to loading axes. Ti alloys were 
subjected to a wide variety of processing, environmental exposures, and loading conditions and 
their fracture surfaces analyzed using QTF [16]–[24]. 
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For a forged Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo (Ti-6242) alloy, with bimodal microstructure of 
primary alpha grains and transformed beta regions, under static loading, Sinha et al. observed 
fracture facet normals 20° off the basal plane and 19-24° off of the loading axis (near basal plane 
facets) [16]. Pilchak and Williams found that in a Ti-8Al-1Mo-1V (Ti-811) alloy, with bimodal 
microstructure and globular alpha grains, crack initiation took place on near basal planes inclined 
approximately 23° to the loading axis with propagation occurring along irrational planes 
approximately 7-20° off basal and 5-18° off the load axis [20]. Stress corrosion cracking (SCC) 
failure was done under static loading in 3.5% NaCl and produced facets perpendicular to the 
loading direction and approximately 5-15° off the basal plane. 
In the previously-mentioned Ti-6242 study by Sinha et al., cyclic loading was found to 
produce pro fracture facets approximately 5° off the basal plane and 3-4° off the load axis. 
Studies by Bridier et al., Pilchak et al., and Biavant et al. also found fatigue fracture facets on or 
approximately on basal planes [19]–[22], [24]–[26]. However, works of Pilchak et al. have also 
specifically identified basal initiation facets to be 25-45° off the loading axis in a bi-modal, bi-
lamellar, and fully lamellar Ti-64 alloys [19], [20], [24] and subsequent faceted propagation to 
also be on basal planes approximately 22-41° off the loading axis [20]. Additionally, Pilchak et 
al. found that oxygen enrichment due to elevated temperature exposure lead to transgranular 
facet formation on high-index crystallographic planes, and to brittle intergranular fracture near 
crack initiation sites [21], attributes more commonly associated with dwell fatigue facets, 
discussed in the following paragraph. This finding supports the embrittlement hypothesis for 
high-index facets resulting from dwell fatigue loading. 
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The dwell fatigue facets identified by Sinha et al. were approximately 10-15° off the 
basal plane and 6-12° off the loading axis, [16] and in a separate study were approximately 8-12° 
off the basal and 14-20° off the loading axis [17]. Pilchak and Williams had similar findings for 
propagation facets, but additionally identified the initiation facet to be a near basal plane 
approximately 42° off the loading axis [20]. This finding is in agreement with the widely 
accepted dwell fatigue crack initiation mechanism of a soft grain plastically deforming and 
shedding load onto an adjacent hard grain. 
Geathers et al. found that small fatigue crack growth occurred as faceted fracture on basal 
planes in environments of vacuum, laboratory air, and a variety of saturated water vapor 
pressures [27]. They also found that cracks were frequently decelerated or arrested at high angle 
alpha/alpha and alpha/alpha + beta grain boundaries. This observation was also made by 
Bantounas et al. when investigating microtexture effects in unidirectionally and cross-rolled Ti-
64 plates [28]. The detrimental consequences of microtextured regions to dwell fatigue life have 
also been emphasized by many others [12], [22], [23], [25], [26], [28]–[32]. Specifically, their 
ability to allow long-range crack growth, crack coalescence, and extensive dislocation pile ups at 






CHAPTER 2   
DEVELOPMENT OF A PLANAR BIAXIAL EXPERIMENT PLATFORM FOR 
IN SITU HIGH ENERGY DIFFRACTION MICROSCOPY STUDIES 
Modified from an article to be published in Experimental Mechanics 
G.M. Hommer, J.-S. Park, P. Kenesei, A. Mashayekhi, J.D. Almer, J. Vignes, S.R. Lemmer, 
B. Clausen, D.W. Brown, A.P. Stebner 
2.4. Nomenclature 
,--./  Applied total specimen strain in the 11 direction 
,00./  Applied total specimen strain in the 22 direction 
! 1--/100 
,--/  FEA simulation gage strain in the 11 direction 
,00/  FEA simulation gage strain in the 22 direction 
!/ ,--//,00/ 
,--3  Analytic formulation gage strain in the 11 direction 
,003  Analytic formulation gage strain in the 22 direction 
!3 ,--3/,003 
4 Poisson’s ratio 
5 Young’s modulus 
,-- Strain in 11 direction 
,00 Strain in 22 direction 
6-- Stress in 11 direction 




A new experimental platform for multiscale investigation of materials subjected to planar 
biaxial loads is discussed. Far-field high-energy diffraction microscopy (ff-HEDM) is combined 
with in situ planar biaxial loading to enable nondestructive 3D micromechanical measurements 
of grain-resolved elastic strains, volumes, centroids, and orientations during arbitrary plane stress 
loadings. The design and capabilities of this new experiment, including recommended cruciform 
specimen geometries, are presented. The load frame has four independent hydraulic actuators 
capable of applying arbitrary ratios of tension and compression, with ±25 kN load capacity on 
each of the two axes. Finite element models used to design the specimen are experimentally 
validated for this new experiment using stereo digital image correlation. This new experimental 
platform provides new capability for directly measuring elastic strains during inelastic and/or 
non-linear mechanical deformations within the gages of cruciform specimens made of crystalline 
materials without prior knowledge of the material constitutive relations. 
Keywords Cruciform specimen, Multiaxial, Multiscale mechanics, Micromechanics, 3D 
X-ray diffraction (3DXRD) 
2.2. Introduction 
An ability to quantify the multi-scale physics of unique deformation mechanism 
contributions to macroscopic material performance is a significant advancement afforded by 
coupling in situ experimentation with mechanics (e.g., [33]–[59]). One early example is work by 
Bollenrath, Hauk, and Müller [60], who incorporated Kröner’s formula relating isotropic 
Young’s modulus to anisotropic single crystal elastic constants [61] to derive the relationship 
between diffraction and crystal elastic constants. Nearly fifty years of continued research in this 
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field have resulted in standard texts documenting methodologies for non-destructive, direct 
analyses of residual stresses using lattice strains measured using X-rays and neutrons [62], [63]. 
Even with a well-established foundation, advanced problems of micromechanical elasticity of 
crystalline materials are still an active topic today, especially concerning low crystal symmetry 
and transforming materials (e.g., [55], [56], [64]–[66]). 
The current state of the art for in situ experimentation allows for direct empirical 
correlation of macroscopic material behaviors with microstructure changes due to deformation 
during uniaxial thermo-mechanical loading; a consequence of the prevalence of coupling of 
uniaxial load frames with microstructure characterization instrumentation (e.g., optical 
microscopy, electron microscopy, electron, neutron, and X-ray diffraction). While a foundation 
of scientific understanding and technological advancement is being gained from uniaxial studies, 
demand for in situ experimentation for solid materials is not fully satisfied, as strictly uniaxial 
understanding of the processing-structure-property relationships is often insufficient for robust 
predictive modeling of performance and failure. Such predictive modeling ability is essential for 
expeditious integration of materials into new technologies. Examples include advanced alloys, 
such as lightweight Mg-alloys and multifunctional shape memory alloys, as well as alloys made 
with advanced processing techniques, such as additive manufacturing. In these cases, highly 
asymmetric and anisotropic elastic and inelastic behaviors may manifest as a result of multiple 
scales of heterogeneous microstructure features interacting with each other. For example, 
uniaxial tension studies of AZ31 Mg alloy have shown twinning of grains with low and negative 
Schmid factors as a necessary mechanism for overcoming grain-scale strain incompatibilities 
[67], while drastic anisotropy is known to arise in metals from directional, rapid solidification 
processes that are unique to additive manufacturing processes [68]. Profound path dependence is 
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also known to occur in shape memory alloys, though the mechanistic origins are still an open 
question [69]–[72]. 
In response, efforts are being made to develop in situ abilities to study the 
micromechanics of asymmetry, anisotropy, and path-dependence. Modern methods for ex situ 
study of multi-axial deformation of materials began to develop around the same time as 
diffraction and mechanics were coupled to study elasticity (e.g., [73]) and have continued to 
evolve (e.g., [74]–[82]). However, coupling of these methodologies with diffraction for in situ 
experimentation is a recent endeavor, with only a decade of focused research. In situ diffraction 
torsion and axial-torsion testing capabilities (e.g., Figure 2.1g) have been developed at the 
Stanford Linear Accelerator Laboratory (SLAC) [83], Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) 
Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) [84], [85], and European Synchrotron Radiation Facility 
(ESRF) [86]. Additionally, in situ biaxial test capabilities have been developed to various scales: 
a large, (500 kN per axis) planar biaxial tension-tension cruciform (Figure 2.1c) test frame with a 
dedicated X-ray head has been commissioned at a National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST) facility for studies of lightweight automotive sheet metal [87], [88], and 
NIST researchers have also developed an in situ XRD flat-punch experiment (Figure 2.1d) using 
a lab X-ray and custom fixturing [43], [89], [90]. At the Advanced Photon Source (APS) of 
Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) a uniaxial load frame has been used to apply offset tensile 
loading, creating combined bending and tension [91], [92]. In Europe, researchers have 
commissioned several unique biaxial frames for in situ diffraction and microscopy studies of 
cruciform samples including: frames for testing thin-films and thin sheet metal [42], [93]–[97], 
larger load capacities (100 kN y-axis, 50 kN x-axis) at the Pulsed Overlap Diffractometer 
(POLDI) in Switzerland for neutron studies of bulk materials [98], [99], and a linkage-based 
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biaxial load insert for use in a uniaxial frame for tension-tension loading studies of sheet metal at 
the Diamond Light Source in the UK [100]. 
 
Figure 2.1 Ex situ biaxial deformation experiments developed over the past 50+ years for studies 
of sheet metal are schematically depicted in (a) – (f). Adapted from [95]. There is a global effort 
to develop in situ multi-axial experiments. (c) The cruciform test, (d) the flat punch test, and also 
(g) the axial-torsion test (for bar/tube stock) are being developed for in situ diffraction studies of 
materials by other researchers. However, each of these tests is limited in ability to explore full 
yield loci of materials. Existing biaxial tests only explore the first quadrant of yield loci, i.e., the 





Advancements in this field are moving rapidly due to the existing foundation of 
mechanics-diffraction knowledge that was established through studies of uniaxial deformation of 
materials. Methodologies have already been derived to determine relationships between yield 
stresses, lattice strains, and effective diffraction elastic constants for in situ biaxial experiments 
[42], [43], [90], [94], and also to determine shear microstrains and shear moduli for unique 
orientations within polycrystals subjected to torsion [85], [86]. While these developments are 
significant toward an ability to study anisotropy and asymmetry of sheet metal, tubes, and thin 
films, they are by design limited in ability with respect to fundamental study of planar yield loci 
exhibited by bulk materials. Notice that in Figure 2.1h-i, the segments of yield loci that may be 
measured of these experiments, while sufficient for study of the aforementioned forms, are 
insufficient to directly infer anisotropy of a transversely isotropic (shown) or orthotropic plates, 
bars, and rod (i.e., the shaded regions are not obvious given the data of the unshaded regions). 
Most of the experiments being developed are also limited to 2D diffraction and microscopy 
techniques, as specimen gages are fixed in orientation with respect to the incident beams of 
neutrons, X-rays, or electrons. Thus, 3D microstructure, especially local information, cannot be 
extracted from the data. We proceed to document and verify the development of a new in situ 
planar biaxial platform that advances the state of the art in this regard. 
2.3. Experimental Platform 
2.3.1. Planar Biaxial Load Frame 
A custom new compact planar biaxial load frame has been built (final design shown in 
Figure 2.2) with a moderate 25 kN load capability and 50 mm of stroke available from each axis. 
This load frame is designed for full planar biaxial testing (i.e., tension-tension, tension-
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compression, and compression-compression) of solid materials toward complete determination 
of material asymmetry, anisotropy, and path-dependency within the loading plane. Each of the 
four independent actuators is built directly into bores in the frame itself. Portability (e.g., custom 
cart, craning hooks, relatively light weight) allows use of the instrument in a local lab throughout 
the year (Figure 2.2), and transport to beam lines as time is awarded for in situ experimentation 
(Error! Reference source not found.) without the assistance of commercial shipping resources. 
Thus, unlike instruments permanently housed at national user facilities, which are limited to use 
during award periods, the load frame is accessible year-round toward fulfilling research 
endeavors. X-ray beam specimen alignment was also considered in the load frame design. 
 
Figure 2.2 Two sets of stereo DIC cameras are used in the local lab with measuring areas of gage 
only and full specimen loading geometry. An in-plane through hole (b), circled in red, allows for 
frame alignment with the beam. Recesses in flange width, seen on both sides of the alignment 




Figure 2.3 In situ experimental setup at APS showing final X-ray beam collimator (a), DIC 
actuator assembly (b), and rotation and translation stages upon which the load frame is mounted 
(c). Hydraulic and electric connections are routed from the ceiling to allow for load frame 
rotation. 
 
2.3.1.1. Mechanical Alignment 
Each axis has a standard MTS alignment fixture for in and out of plane corrections of 
concentric and angular misalignment, and the rotational alignment of the actuators themselves 
can be achieved via adjustments on the custom-designed anti-rotate devices. Actuator alignment 
is measured using a cruciform specimen with 8 strain gages on each arm for total of 32 strain 
gages (Figure 2.4), 4 digital acquisition systems (DAQs), and MTS 709 alignment software. 
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Alignment is typically performed for no-load, 5 kN uniaxial X and Y, and 5 kN biaxial tension-
tension X-Y load conditions. It is possible to achieve less than 20 µe bending over all degrees of 
freedom. 
 
Figure 2.4 Four strain gages can be seen on each arm (locations indicated on one) of the 
cruciform alignment specimen. Four additional gages are also present on the opposite side of 
each arm. 
 
2.3.1.2. X-ray Alignment 
An in-plane through hole (Figure 2.2b) was gun drilled as the initial machining operation 
in the solid aluminum block that would become the load frame and is used for specimen 
alignment with the X-ray beam. Specimen alignment (i.e., specimen center) is determined by 
monitoring X-ray beam attenuation as it passes through variable thickness material surrounding 
the gage as well as the uniform thickness gage (Figure 2.12d). The load frame is intended for 
quasi-static and low strain-rate loadings while maintaining the specimen gage position to within 
1 µm. Under an “extreme” condition (relative to intended use) of 1 Hz cyclic loading with axes 
90° out of phase, the specimen gage position is maintained within 5 µm. Cruciform geometry is 
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discussed in in the following section, 2.3.2. Specimen alignment and rotation in the X-ray beam 
is achieved through a 6-axis rotation/translation stack upon which the load frame has mounted. 
During 360° of rotation specimen gage position can be maintained within 5 µm, however, this 
value has typically been on the order of 25 µm during measurements due to variable external 
forces applied on the load frame from hydraulic hoses as their positions shift relative to the load 
frame during rotation.  
In an effort to help reduce this deviation the application of a rotary union has been 
implemented (Figure 2.5). The design of the rotary union is such that an internal cylinder with 
load frame hose connections rotates synchronously with the load frame while an external 
cylinder with hydraulic manifold hose connections remains fixed (Figure 2.5a). This allows load 
frame and hydraulic hose relative positions and external forces to remain constant during 
rotation, eliminating specimen position deviations caused by hydraulic hoses. The rotary union 
assembly is mounted to the ceiling of the hutch (weight restriction of load frame 
rotation/translation stack prevents it being mounted directly to the load frame) and can be 
positioned to align its rotation axis with the load frames. An external motor and 100:1 reducing 
worm gear system is used to rotate the union as required torque exceeds that of the load frame 
rotational stage (Figure 2.5a). Rotary union assembly is shown mounted in the hutch in Figure 
2.5b. Hydraulic hoses from the union are not connected to the load frame. X-ray beam 
shadowing from the load frame was also considered in the design. 
Recesses in the flange structures of the load frame help maximize the range of rotational 
positions that X-ray data can be collected without shadowing (Figure 2.2b). With the X-ray beam 
parallel to the specimen plane, corresponding to 0° rotation, diffraction data is collected for load 
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frame rotation ranges of ±(25° - 155°), which corresponds to a maximum data collection angle of 
65° between the specimen and incident beam (Figure 2.15 ). Diffraction data outside these 
ranges, (but still within ±180°) is obstructed by the load frame. Load frame and experimental 
development was done in collaboration with engineers at the load frame manufacturer (MTS) 
and scientists at the Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) Advanced Photon Source (APS) and 
Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE), in particular those that support and manage the 
1-ID and SMARTS beam lines. MTS has installed a separate set of hydraulic and power lines 
specifically for this load frame at these beam lines. 
 
 
Figure 2.5 Rotary union assembly (a) includes the rotary union with attached worm gear that is 
driven by the worm and motor assembly. All of which are attached to the ceiling mounted 
positioning plate to align rotary union and load frame rotation axes. Rotary union assembly and 




2.3.2. Digital Image Correlation Measurement Systems 
The local laboratory setup includes two sets of stereo DIC cameras optimized for two 
fields of view. Full-field strain data over the entire specimen loading geometry is obtained 
through one set while higher resolution data of only the gage is obtained through the other 
(Figure 2.2). The in situ setup at APS (Figure 2.6) has one set of stereo DIC cameras with gage-
only field of view mounted on an actuator with less than 1 µm position repeatability to move 
them into focus for image capturing during loading and move them out of the rotational path of 
the load frame during diffraction data collection (Error! Reference source not found.). All DIC 
setups use high precision optomechanics (Figure 2.6) for establishing and fixing camera 
positions. The angular micrometers, linear track and carriages are used for relative positioning 
between cameras. Once cameras are calibrated these positions are fixed and the linear 
micrometers, scissor jack and linear actuator are used for focusing. 
 
Figure 2.6 In situ DIC setup used at APS. All optomechanics are mounted to the linear actuator, 
which is mounted to an optical table that also has X-ray beam optics mounted on it. The actuator 
is shown in the fully retracted position.  
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2.3.3. Cruciform Specimen Geometry 
In addition to load frame design and procurement, specimen geometries have also been 
designed for the new experiment. Specimen design for planar biaxial testing has been ad hoc and 
almost exclusively motivated by study of formability of sheet metal, as summarized in two 
recent reviews [101], [102]. Consequently, only one planar biaxial specimen standard exists and 
is limited to tension-tension loading of sheet metals [103]. Building off of sheet metal specimen 
design strategies, design space and ambitions were expanded to explore the relatively uncharted 
territory of the full planar biaxial experiment for plates and bars.  
The new load frame may accommodate small plates (90 to 190 mm square, 1 to 18 mm 
thick), which were found to be an asset to the specimen design, as stress concentrations need not 
be as severe as in sheet metal designs. To study material behavior to failure it is necessary to 
have maximum stress occur in the gage. Reduced thickness in the gage is a required attribute for 
producing maximum stress in the gage as well as for compression capability. Without adequately 
reduced gage thickness, stress concentrations at loading arm intersections will exceed stress in 
the gage. The loading structure surrounding the reduced thickness gage prevents buckling while 
transferring compressive loads to the gage. Initial specimen geometries had uniform thickness 
square gage, which is desirable from a stress analysis perspective (the gage cross-section was 
uniform with respect to each loading axis allowing for simple calculation of engineering stress 
components), however, FEA and DIC results showed that the stress concentrations caused by the 
corners prevent uniform and axial load transfer to the gage, which limits achievable plane stress 
ratios and consequently the study of full yield loci. Thus, final specimen geometries have a 
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uniform thickness, circular gage, which allows the gage stress ratio to be dictated by the 
proportionality of the loading on each axis. 
2.3.3.3. First and Second-Generation Specimens 
The first-generation specimens (G1) were machined from 6061 aluminum alloy plate 
with the rolling direction along one of the loading axes. As a planar biaxial load frame was not 
available, uniaxial tensile tests to failure were conducted with a strain rate of 10-2 s-1 at room 
temperature on G1. Digital image correlation (DIC) data was collected during the tensile tests 
and used to infer design improvements for the second-generation specimen (G2). The pertinent 
attributes of the G1, shown in Figure 2.7a are continuous elliptical arm intersection curvatures to 
minimize stress concentration, reduced gage thickness to maximize stress in gage and conform to 
1 mm maximum gage thickness requirement for diffraction experimentation, and square gage to 
simplify macroscopic stress calculation. Tensile test DIC data shows a uniform elastic strain field 
in the gage in Figure 2.7b. Development of principal stress planes in Figure 2.7c show maximum 
stresses occurred in the gage. There are reduced stress zones next to the gage along the axis of 
applied load as a result of specimen geometry. Stress concentrations from elliptical-shaped arm 
width reduction, and load path disruption from 2 mm radius transition to reduced gage thickness, 
are responsible for the reduced stress zones. There are also stress concentrations present at the 
corner radii of the gage square. The DIC data was determined to have strain noise of ±0.02 %. 
Planar biaxial specimen failure of G1 is shown in Figure 2.7d from an applied load ratio of -0.5 




Figure 2.7 (a) First-generation specimen machine drawing with pertinent feature dimensions, (b) 
DIC images from tensile test showing uniform elastic strain field in the gage and (c) 
development of principal strain planes indicating maximum stresses in the gage, (d) and planar 
biaxial failure from an applied X:Y load ratio of -1:2. 
 
Finite element analysis (FEA) using ABAQUS [104] was used to design the specimen 
assuming isotropic linearly elastic material behavior with both aluminum 6061-T6 properties as 
inputs. Specimen symmetry allowed for one half-thickness quadrant of the geometry to be 
modeled with mirror boundary conditions, as is displayed for all FEA results (Figure 2.9, Figure 
2.11). Displacement boundary conditions were used at the grips. Mesh convergence study was 
performed to ensure adequate element size. A minimum 10-element through-thickness was used 
to allow for out of plane stresses. The FEA elastic behavior was compared with an isotropic 
linearly elastic plane-stress analytic calculation for an infinite plate. Plane-stress comparison is 
supported by FEA results, as in-plane stresses in the gage were at least four orders of magnitude 
greater than out-of-plane stresses at all loads. 
The G1 design issues addressed in G2, shown in Figure 2.8, were square gage section and 
2 mm radius transition into the reduced gage thickness. Circular gage geometry was used to 
eliminate stress concentrations and resulting load transfer disruptions. A 70 mm convex radius 
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that tangentially transitions into a 7.25 mm concave radius leading into the gage prevents the 
reduced stress zone from occurring directly next to the gage, as in G1. Proportional tension-
tension FEA results in Figure 2.9 show reduced stress zone in G2 centered at minimum arm 
width, as expected from classical stress concentration and crack-tip stress field formulations [13-
15]. The load has sufficient distance after passing minimum arm thickness to redistribute and 
enter the gage uniformly. 
 
 




Figure 2.9 FEA results for proportional tension-tension showing reduced stress zones at 
minimum arm width and uniform gage stress. 
 





Resulting strain data from the center of the gage was taken to formulate the corresponding FEA 





An analytic formulation for the gage strain ratio (Equation ((2.7)) as a function of the applied total 


















As previously stated, the plane-stress assumption is supported by FEA results. Rearranging and 
adopting the current work’s nomenclature, Equations (2.3) and (2.4) become: 
,--3 = ,--./ − 4,00./  (2.5) 
,003 = ,00./ − 4,--./ (2.6) 





The analytic and FEA gage strain ratios are plotted against the applied total specimen 
strain ratios in Figure 2.10. As the plane-stress assumption was previously justified, differences 
in gage strains can be attributed to the stress concentration fields caused by the arm intersection 
radii. As ! decreases, the points of maximum stress concentration move along the radii towards 
the axis of larger applied strain, analogously rotating and translating the corresponding stress 
fields. The stress concentration fields have minimum interference with the gage under 
proportional loading. As loading deviates from proportional, the stress concentrations move 
towards the gage, increasing interference. This explains the gage stress difference trend between 
analytic solutions and FEA solutions. This stress concentration field behavior is illustrated in 
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Figure 2.11, a simplified cruciform geometry with uniform thickness to emphasize behavior of 
stress concentration fields, where the black lines are approximately tangent to point of maximum 
stress and rotate toward the vertical axis with decreasing !. These results motivate a parametric 
optimization of G2 wherein the objective is to minimize the gage stress difference between the 
FEA results and analytic formulation. In doing so stress concentrations will be minimized since 
they are the source of load transfer disruptions and resulting discrepancy between actual and 
analytical specimen behavior. 
 
 
Figure 2.10 Gage strain ratio vs. applied total specimen ratio for FEA and plane stress analytic 
formulation. Finite element analysis results diverge with decreasing applied total specimen strain 





Figure 2.11 Rotation and translation of stress concentration field with varying tension-tension 
applied total specimen strain ratios of (a) 1.0, (b) 0.8, (c) 0.5, and (d) 0. As applied total 
specimen strain ratio decreases, stress concentration field interference with the gage increases. 
The black lines are approximately tangent to point of maximum stress and rotate toward the 
vertical axis with decreasing !. The geometry is a simplified cruciform specimen with uniform 
thickness. 
 
2.3.3.4. Mechanical Behavior  
Final geometries (Figure 2.12) were obtained through parametric optimization of G2 with 
objectives of 1) uniform load transfer to the gage along the applied axis, and 2) minimized ratio 
of stress concentration at intersection of loading arms to stress concentration in the gage. The 
most important geometrical attribute to 1) is the 175 mm circumferential radius that creates the 
transition from loading arm thickness to gage thickness (Figure 2.12d). The dimension of this 
radius was maximized relative to overall specimen dimensions and grip length constraints. The 
gradual thickness reduction from 5 mm grips to 0.5 mm gage serves to reduce load transfer 
disturbances due to geometry. Gage thickness of 0.5 mm was chosen as a result of diffraction 
considerations discussed in section 2.2.3. Geometries with less gradual thickness reductions can 
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be more prone to the ring effect [98], [106], [107] where the elliptical deformation of the loading 
structure surrounding the gage imposes additional deformation in the gage. This has also been 
referred to as a structural (i.e., geometrically induced) version of the Poisson effect [107]. The 
most important geometrical attribute for 2) was maximizing the arm intersection radii (Figure 
2.12a, b, c) relative to overall specimen dimensions and grip length constraints. The dimensions 
being 17.3 mm for a tangent radius (Figure 2.12a) and 12.2 mm for a non-tangent radius (Figure 
2.12b, c). An indicator for 1) is comparison of X:Y applied strain ratios vs. resulting X:Y gage 
strain ratios (measured via DIC) in the specimen with the analytic solution for plane stress in an 
infinite plate (Figure 2.13), to be discussed in the following section 2.2.2. on experimental 
validation of finite element analysis (FEA) behavior. The analytic solution represents perfect 
load transfer under a plane stress condition, unobstructed by geometry. 
Plane stress yield loci can be accessed for a wide variety of material strengths through 
variable maximum gage stress relative to load frame capacity of 25 kN per axis (Figure 2.12). 
The current lowest stress specimen produces 400 MPa in the gage under 22kN 4:4 biaxial 
tension-tension loading and has loading arm intersection radii tangent to loading arms, 
maximized within the overall specimen dimensional constraints to minimize stress concentration 
(Figure 2.12a). Specimens producing higher stresses in the gage have non-tangent loading arm 
intersection radii with constant dimensions of 12.2 mm (Figure 2.12b-c). Maximum gage stress 
is varied by varying the angle between the loading arms and loading arm intersection radii, 
ranging from 44.4° in the 800 MPa specimen (Figure 2.12b) to 44.8° in the 1700 MPa specimen 
(Figure 2.12c), currently the highest stress specimen. An 1100 MPa specimen has also been 
designed and was used in the specimen experimental validation discussed in the following 
section, 2.4.3.5. Fully dimensioned technical drawings for all specimens can be found in 
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Appendix B, Figure B.1, Figure B.2, Figure B.3, and Figure B.4. The consequences of removing 
material to produce higher gage stresses are increased stress concentrations in the arm 
intersection radii relative to gage stress and increased susceptibility to buckling under 
compressive loading. As a result, lower stress geometries have the capacity for more plastic 
deformation in the gage without deformation behavior being influence by the arm intersection 
radii stress concentrations. The aforementioned specimen behaviors were initially investigated 
through FEA and subsequently validated through experiment. 
2.3.3.5. Finite Element Analysis and Experimental Validation 
Isotropic linearly elastic FEA was conducted on specimens using material parameters of 
205 GPa for Young’s modulus and 0.29 for Poisson’s ratio. These material parameters are 
representative of fully annealed 4140 tool steel, from which 400, 800 and 1100 MPa specimens 
were milled from for experimental validation. This material was chosen for its isotropic 
behavior. Eleven X:Y strain ratios were applied from 4:4 to -4:4 in 0.2 increments (i.e., 0.8:1, 
0.6:1, etc.). In the experiments loading was applied to achieve approximately 300 MPa von 
Mises equivalent stress in the gage for all strain ratios across all specimen geometries to keep the 
material within its elastic limit. Loading was performed at a constant displacement rate resulting 
in quasi-static strain rates ranging from 10-4 s-1 in the 1100 MPa specimen to 10-3 s-1 in the 400 
MPa specimen. Results (Figure 2.12) show specimen behaviors in good agreement with FEA and 
analytic solution and that all strain ratios (analogously, all plane stress ratios) can be produced in 
the gage. Deviations in experiment from FEA for 800 and 1100 MPa specimens (Figure 2.12b, c, 









Figure 2.12 Specimen geometries with elastic gage stresses of (a) 400, (b) 800, and (c) 1700 MPa under 22 kN biaxial tension-tension 








Figure 2.13 Applied strain ratio vs. gage strain ratio for (a) 400, (b) 800 and (c) 1100 MPa specimens. Curves are shown for analytic 
solution for plane stress in an infinite plate, FEA models and experiment. 
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This is likely due to manufactured flatness and parallelism being outside of specifications, as 
well as the inherently smaller cross sections of the loading arms in the higher stress geometries, 
both of which increase susceptibility to buckling under compressive loading. The approach of 
using stereo DIC to map strains on the surfaces of the specimens during loading allows for 
elastic regime stress calculations, as specimen gages experience a uniform state of plane stress. 
Upon experiencing macroscopic plasticity, gage stress determination either requires multiaxial 
constitutive relations or coupling with diffraction analysis techniques, discussed in section 3, if 
the multiaxial constitutive relationship is unknown. These results confirm that specimen 
geometries can access entire plane stress yield loci. 
Elastic stress distributions obtained from FEA for the 400 MPa specimen and 1700 MPa 
specimen subjected to 22 kN on each loading axis (i.e., 4:4 tension-tension) are shown in Figure 
2.14a, b, respectively. It is clear that the ratio of arm intersection radii stress concentration to 
gage stress is much lower in the 400 MPa, allowing more extensive gage plasticity without being 
influenced by the stress concentration. 
 
Figure 2.14 FEA results showing maximum stress occurring in the gage under proportional 
tension-tension loading for (a) 400 and (b) 1700 MPa specimens. 
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2.3.3.6. Diffraction Capability 
Gage thickness of 0.5 mm was determined through considerations of maximum material 
penetration capability of X-rays and adequately large diffraction angles. X-ray brilliance dictates 
maximum material penetration capability. Since a single ff-HEDM data point typically consists 
of several thousand 2D diffraction images, it is desired to keep exposure times to less than one 
second. The ff-HEDM technique requires a minimum of 3 diffraction rings (i.e., atomic plane 
reflections) for a fully determined system, however, an overdetermined system of 5 or more rings 
is desired. Larger diffraction angles (2q in Figure 2.15) require increased material penetration (t 
in Figure 2.15). The limiting position for these considerations is when the angle between the 
specimen and incident beam is at an extreme of the ±(25°-155°) data collection range discussed 
in section 2.1., resulting in an angle of 65° between specimen and incident beam, as shown in 
Figure 2.15. In this position the measurable diffraction angle becomes minimized and the 
corresponding required material penetration becomes maximized. Narrower beam widths (w in 
Figure 2.15) increase the measurable diffraction angle for a fixed material penetration. Maximum 
diffraction angles are listed for a variety of beam sizes and material penetrations in Table 2.1. 
These values assume a box beam of dimension w that is centered in the gage of the specimen. 
2.3.4. Thermomechanical Loading 
Thermal loading capabilities for this experiment are also being developed. Solid-state 
phase transformations may be triggered by stress or temperature, and these transformation 
stimuli are typically codependent (i.e., the transformations exhibit a Clausius-Clapeyron relation, 




Figure 2.15 Depiction of a diffraction incident, imposed on an enlarged version of Figure 2.12d, 
when the specimen is rotated 65° relative to the incident beam. Specimen gage thickness and 
diameter are 0.5 and 3.2 mm, respectively. Maximum measureable diffraction angle (2q) is a 
function of the incoming beam size (w) and maximum material penetration capability (t). 
 







Diffraction Angle, 2q (°) 
0.25 1.5 5.529 
0.25 2.0 10.366 
0.25 3.0 13.242 
0.25 4.0 14.036 
0.50 1.5 5.529 
0.50 2.0 10.040 
0.50 3.0 12.382 
0.50 4.0 13.362 
0.75 1.5 5.361 
0.75 2.0 9.041 
0.75 3.0 11.439 
0.75 4.0 12.708 
1.00 1.5 4.455 
1.00 2.0 7.641 
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Table 2.1 Continued 
1.00 3.0 10.534 
1.00 4.0 12.057 
1.25 1.5 2.807 
1.25 2.0 6.220 
1.25 3.0 9.641 
1.25 4.0 11.401 
 
In non-transforming structural materials, plasticity is also temperature dependent, as 
thermal vibration of atoms above 0 K gives rise to thermal activation of dislocation glide, and the 
thermal vibration of atoms changes with temperature (e.g., [109], [110]). These temperature 
dependent phenomena may also be anisotropic and/or path dependent as a result of low 
symmetry crystal structures and/or processing texture. Thus, thermal loading capability, in 
addition to mechanical loading, is critical to the study of advanced solid materials. Successes 
have been demonstrated coupling induction heating with mechanical load frames, such as the 
axial-torsion experiment shown in Figure 2.1g. Here, water-cooled Inconel grips couple the 
specimen to the load frame actuators and protect them from potentially harmful heat transfer 
from the furnace. A custom-wound copper induction coil defines the heat zone and is designed 
with a “viewing window” (i.e., gap) that allows for stereo DIC strain measurements to be made. 
An analogous setup is being developed for the planar biaxial experiment using a “pancake” style 




2.3.5. Beam Line Compatibility 
The new load frame is fully compatible with existing translation stages for moving and 
rotating the load frame on the 1-ID beam line at APS. This compatibility allows for in situ study 
of materials using state-of-the-art high energy diffraction (HED) techniques, such as grain 
mapping [111], tomography [112], and stress and strain tensor mapping within specimen gages 
[33], [34], [37], [41]–[43], [46]–[48], [51], [52]. Efforts discussed herein are focused on the latter 
technique, so-called far-field high energy diffraction microscopy (ff-HEDM), since it is critical 
to making measurements that have been absent in micromechanical modeling verification efforts 
of the past half-century, specifically crystal-scale data including center of mass (x,y,z), volume, 
phase, orientation and lattice strain tensor, as indicated in Figure 2.16. Traditional neutron 
diffraction and other powder diffraction in situ techniques result only in the macroscopic and 
powder data including texture, phase fractions and lattice strain pole figures, as indicated in 
Figure 2.16. While powder diffraction analysis and software are mature, ff-HEDM is relatively 
new, thus this experimental platform also requires concurrent development of new analysis 
methodologies and software. 
2.4. ff-HEDM Data Analysis and Capabilities 
Far field techniques were named after a data collection strategy of placing of the X-ray 
detector far away from the sample. Experiments are often conducted with the detector 1 – 2 m 
away from the sample. Since the pixel size of the detector is fixed, moving the detector back 
increases the “lever arm” between the sample and the detector, thus increasing the sensitivity to 






Figure 2.16 An overview of ff-HEDM experiments and data outputs is illustrated. (a) The load frame is rotated about the specimen 
center of mass while (b) diffraction images are binned by a detector placed “far” from the sample. Simultaneously, macroscopic data 
such as (e) stereo DIC measurements of surface strains are collected. DIC results are shown from a 4:4 displacement ratio tension-
tension test. Through post-processing, microstructure, such as (d) texture and grain centers of mass and orientation (c), as well as the 
other data indicated in the tables, may be determined at each loading step of the experiment. The grain reconstruction shown is from a 




In addition, the sample is rotated while in the beam, and 2D diffraction patterns (Figure 2.16b) 
are collected in small rotational increments, typically between 0.25° and 0.1° (Figure 2.16a). For 
this experimental technique, it is necessary to observe individual diffraction spots from each 
grain on the area detector rather than complete Debeye-Scherrer rings, which are desirable for 
powder diffraction techniques. To observe distinct spots requires an appropriate choice of 
material and specimen geometry such that the number of grains illuminated is on the order of 
1000’s. Additional parameters to be considered are beam energy and sample-to-detector 
distance. Once the series of images is collected, the changes in the diffraction spots as a function 
of specimen rotation may be correlated to microstructure using several coordinate 
transformations (e.g., [37], [46], [47], [51], [52]); thus the crystal-scale outputs indicated in 
Figure 2.16 may be found. The process is analogous to serial sectioning SEM/EBSD, with added 
benefits of being non-destructive and through-volume. Using the average strain tensor for each 
grain, elasticity calculations are theoretically trivial, provided the absolute lattice parameter and 
single crystal elastic constants of the material are known. In the event they are not, the far field 
data provide opportunity for determination, either directly from the diffraction data or through 
empirical-numerical iteration between the diffraction data and a full-field model, as documented 
by Miller and Dawson et al. [41], [48], [113]. The same group is also leading the way with the 
data analysis developments necessary to document slip activity [46], [47]. 
A significant advancement in the new ff-HEDM experimental analysis is that they will 
not be limited to small strains, volume fraction averages, and scalar equations. Quite the 
contrary, because full 3D deformation gradients and lattice strain tensors of each crystal within 
the gage can now be obtained using ff-HEDM, finite deformation theories can now be used in 
examining each mechanism. This ability to have tensor representations of local and average 
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microstructure deformation allows the feasibility of internal stress analysis from the in situ 
planar biaxial experiment: while quantities such as phase fraction are valuable results from a 
powder diffraction multi-axial experiment, lattice strains under multi-axial loading require three-
dimensional microstructure analysis for proper interpretation. 
The ability to obtain the data indicated in Figure 2.16 from a single technique enables 
efficient correlation between micromechanics and microstructure spanning scales from single 
grain and grain neighborhoods up to total illuminated volume average. Obtaining this data non-
destructively affords intermittent testing and analysis on a single specimen, giving the user 
greater control and investigation opportunities. 
2.5. ff-HEDM Experiment and Data Visualization 
The experimental platform is currently being used for in situ planar biaxial ff-HEDM 
study of Ti-7Al, Mg and NiTi alloys. While discussion of these results is outside the scope of 
this paper, results from the first cycle of 4:4 X:Y gage stress biaxial dwell fatigue in Ti-7Al are 
used to demonstrate data collection and visualization (Figure 2.17). ff-HEDM data points were 
collected at unloaded states for reference, after dwell cycles 1-10, 50 and 100, giving residual ff-
HEDM data after each cycle. Dwell cycling was done with 1 s loading and unloading to 80% 
yield stress with 120 s dwell periods under force control, during which DIC data was collected. 
This data collection and dwell cycling scheme is illustrated in Figure 2.17a. Yield stress was 
previously determined ex situ on a different specimen by collecting load frame force data and 





Figure 2.17 (a) Depiction of a dwell loading cycle with location of HEDM data points indicted 
by blue and red dots, (b) specimen with loading directions and location of illuminated grains 
indicated, (c, d) initial and unloaded illuminated volume of grains colored by X-direction lattice 
strains and (e, f) Mises stress. Grains are represented by hcp lattices oriented and sized according 
to HEDM measurements.  
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To account for specimen to specimen geometry variations (e.g. gage thickness) ex situ 
strain data up to approximately 50% yield stress was collected for the specimen prior to in situ 
testing. This force-strain data was then used to determine the force necessary to achieve 80% 
yield stress. Ex situ data is desirable to have prior to in situ testing for determination of ff-HEDM 
data points during loading. A 1 x 1 x 0.5 mm3 (beam width x beam height x specimen thickness) 
volume was illuminated in the center of the specimen gage when normal to the beam. The 
location of the illuminated volume relative to full specimen geometry and loading directions is 
shown in Figure 2.17b. Data can be visualized through 7D plots that include for each grain, 
spatial position, orientation, volume, and a vector or scalar quantity such as a component of the 
lattice strain tensors or Mises equivalent stress (Figure 2.17c, d, e, f). Each grain in Figure 2.17c, 
d, e, f is represented by an hcp lattice with volume and orientation determined by the ff-HEDM 
data.  Initial and residual X-direction lattice strains prior to and after one dwell cycle are shown 
in Figure 2.17c, d. Lattice strain tensors were used to calculate stress tensors using single crystal 
elastic constants. Stress tensors were then used to calculate Mises equivalent stress, the initial 
and residual of which are shown in Figure 2.17e, f prior to and after one dwell cycle, 
respectively. 
2.6. Conclusions 
A new in situ planar biaxial ff-HEDM experiment was presented. Capabilities of the 
custom new planar biaxial load frame and specimen geometry as they relate to both ex situ and 
in situ testing were discussed. For the load frame these included: load capacity, transportability, 
specimen alignment as it pertains to load frame actuators and X-ray beam, and compatibility 
with the 1-ID beam line at APS. For the specimen geometry these included: all states of plane 
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stress within the gage, good plane stress behavioral agreement between FEA, experiment and 
analytic solution for an infinite plate, tunable maximum gage stress relative to load frame 
capacity and ff-HEDM. Data collection, visualization and the extent of multiscale data afforded 
from this experiment was also discussed. This experiment is motivated by the desire for synergy 
between mechanics and diffraction, and in particular models and experiments. The push for 
empirical-numerical consistency has improved the modeling of material physics at multiple 
scales. Hence, the motivation for these experimental studies are to fill existing holes in 
verification of micromechanical and constitutive theories of solid materials and challenge 
existing multi-scale mechanics theories by creating data that may be directly correlated with 





CHAPTER 3   
NORMALIZED RESOLVED SHEAR STRESS CALCULATIONS FOR SINGLE CRYSTALS 
SUBJECTED TO MULTIAXIAL LOADING 
Modified from an article to be published in Scripta Materialia 
G.M. Hommer, A.L. Pilchak, A.P. Stebner 
3.1. Abstract 
The activation of uniaxially loaded slip systems within uniquely oriented crystals can be 
calculated via Schmid’s law. A similar procedure for multiaxial loads is desired. We present a 
method for bounding tensor-based resolved shear stress calculations by [0, 0.5] using normalized 
multiaxial stress tensors, allowing interpretation analogous to Schmid factors. We also present a 
method to visualize orientation dependence of slip system activity resulting from these 
calculations using pole figures. Variance in this visualization method changes with crystal and 
slip system symmetries. Demonstrations are shown for hexagonal close-packed, face-centered 
cubic, and body-centered cubic slip systems under plane stress tension-tension loadings. 
Keywords Analytical methods, Far-field high-energy diffraction microscopy (ff-HEDM), 
Plastic deformation, X-ray diffraction (XRD), Slip 
3.2. Introduction 
Analytic mechanics calculations for multiaxial loadings are challenging relative to those 
for uniaxial loadings due to a lack of closed-form solutions for complex specimen geometries; 
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robust multiaxial deformation measurement techniques are historically scarce, as often 
highlighted in the sheet metal forming community [102], [114]–[116]. Over the past two 
decades, the maturation of measurement techniques such as digital image correlation and digital 
volume correlation (DIC and DVC) has enabled macroscopic full-field and volume deformation 
histories, while in situ multiaxial diffraction experiments similarly enable microscopic grain-
scale measurements of lattice strains [96], [98]–[100], [117], [118], including full strain tensors 
in the case of 3D X-ray diffraction (3DXRD) [119] or high-energy diffraction microscopy 
(HEDM) [37], [51], [52]. These new measurement techniques have addressed many of the long-
standing measurement challenges in multiaxial mechanics; however, the ability to design and/or 
interpret these measurements with simple analytic calculations is also desired. For example, if 
one wanted to study basal slip in a hexagonal crystal subjected to uniaxial tension, a simple 
Schmid factor calculation would allow the researcher to select the most interesting orientations, 
such as one that should slip the easiest and another that should not show basal slip at all. 
Furthermore, the results of the experiments may be compared with the analytic calculations, 
which provide a baseline to discuss the simplifications of the Schmid model versus the reality of 
the deformation in the experiment or more complex simulation. A similar ability is desired for 
multiaxial loadings, where the scalar formulation limits the application of the Schmid calculation 
and drives most researchers to use complex simulations in experimental design and when 
generating baseline data for discussion, such as crystal plasticity within a finite element 
framework. Toward filling this gap in complexity, we present a calculation and visualization 




The resolved shear stress on a slip system under uniaxial stress can be calculated as 
!"## = σcos(*) cos(,), where !"## is resolved shear stress, σ is stress, cos(*) cos(,) is the 
Schmid factor, * is the angle between slip plane normal and direction of σ, and , is the angle 
between slip direction and direction of σ. Because of this form and the necessary geometric 
relationship between * and ,, the Schmid factor is inherently bounded on the interval [0, 0.5]. A 
similar calculation can be made for multiaxial stress states using !-.. = / ∶ 1, where !-.. is 
resolved shear stress, / is a stress tensor, and 1 is the Schmid tensor. The Schmid tensor is 1 =
23 ⊗53 , where 23 is the unit vector in the direction of the slip plane normal and 53  is the unit 
vector in the slip direction. Families of slip systems for hexagonal close-packed (hcp), face-
centered cubic (fcc), and body-centered cubic (bcc) crystal lattices are shown in Figure 3.1 and 
Figure 3.2, respectively [120]. Coordinate conventions and slip systems for hcp are consistent 
with those used by Staroselsky and Anand [121], [122]. The 2-norm of / can be expressed as 
‖7‖8 = 9:;<=>=?{|B>|}, where 7 is a diagonal matrix and B> are the eigenvalues. By choosing 
‖/‖8 = 1, !-.. is bounded on the interval [0, 0.5]. Such normalized values of !-.. (nRSS) are 
directly analogous to the scalar Schmid factor calculation for understanding arbitrary multiaxial 


















Because of multiple loading axes, pole figures (PFs) should be used to visualize 
orientation dependence of nRSS calculations rather than the common inverse pole figure (IPF) 
visualization of the Schmid factor for a single loading axis; however, plotting on a single PF 
gives rise to some ambiguity in orientation, and hence nRSS, since there are an infinite number 
of possible crystal rotations about each individual pole. In other words, the angles between / and 
23 and 53  are not uniquely preserved in the PF space, even though they are known and considered 
in the calculations. For planar biaxial loading of cubic and hexagonal crystals, however, a 
minimum of fourfold symmetry in the PFs is inherent to the nRSS values. Thus, we use a 
visualization method for understanding the statistical variation of the nRSS calculations 
considering all possible crystal rotations about each pole in which the maximum, minimum, 
mean, and standard deviation are each plotted in a unique quadrant. If less than fourfold 
symmetry exists for other loadings, crystal structures, and/or slip systems, one could simply plot 
a full pole figure for each statistical descriptor. 
3.4. Results and Discussion 
Normalized !-.. values for <a> slip on basal, prism, and pyramidal planes as well as 
<c+a> slip on the {10-11} and {1122} (first- and second-order, respectively) pyramidal planes 
for hcp symmetry are plotted on (0001) PFs in Figure 3.3. Similar plots on {100} PFs for 
{111}<110> slip in fcc crystals and <111> slip on {110}, {112}, and {123} planes for bcc 
crystals are shown in Figure 3.4. Plane stress tension-tension loadings (i.e., “planar biaxial” 
loadings), with applied stress ratios 0:4, 1:4, 2:4, 3:4, and 4:4 were considered for all cases. The 
E>F for these applied stress ratios are composed of E<< equal to 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1, 
respectively; E88 equal to 1 for all ratios; and all other components equal to 0. Note that the 0:4 
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ratio recovers exactly the traditional Schmid factor calculation. The calculations and PFs were 
made in MATLAB [123], with extensive use of the MTEX toolbox [124]. Lattice parameters of 
a = 2.9300 Å and c = 4.6767 Å (c/a = 1.596), which were experimentally determined for a Ti-7Al 
alloy with composition Ti-7.1Al-0.08O-0.05Fe-0.01C-0.0024H-0.002N (wt.%) [Hommer et al., 
unpublished], were used for the calculations with hcp symmetry. As evident in Figure 3.3 and 
Figure 3.4, nRSS is rotationally symmetric about the loading direction under a state of uniaxial 
stress in the Y-direction. This symmetry is broken as the degree of biaxiality is increased and 
gradually evolves to the Z-axis when the equibiaxial stress state is reached. This orthogonal 
change in the rotational axis of symmetry is due to equal and opposite shear stresses being 
produced under 4:4 applied stress ratio, resulting in 0 shear stress in the loading plane. It is 
noteworthy that there are larger standard deviations in fcc and bcc crystals compared to hcp. 
These larger standard deviations are a consequence of the lower (fourfold) rotational symmetry 
of (100) poles compared to the sixfold rotational symmetry of (0001) poles. This relation 
between nRSS range and pole rotational symmetry is further demonstrated by plotting fcc (100), 
(111), and (110) PFs in Figure 3.5 for the X:Y applied stress ratio 2:4. From these data, it is 
evident that the standard deviation increases with decreasing rotational crystal symmetry from 
four- to three- to twofold for (100), (111), and (110) poles, respectively. Intuitively, these results 
make sense—the rotation of the crystal about the pole shows more variation in propensity for 






Figure 3.3 Normalized !-.. on hcp slip systems plotted on (0001) equal area spherical projection 
PFs. The four quadrants of each PF show the mean, minimum, maximum, and standard deviation 






Figure 3.4 Normalized !-.. on fcc and bcc slip systems plotted on (100) equal area spherical 





Figure 3.5 Normalized !-.. on fcc slip systems plotted on (100), (111), and (110) equal area 
spherical projection PFs for X:Y applied stress ratio 2:4. 
 
A composite PF of RSS on basal and prismatic slip systems for X:Y applied stress ratio 
4:4 calculated using grain-averaged stress tensors from experimental data collected using far-
field high energy diffraction microscopy (ff-HEDM) (Figure 3.6b) is shown to exhibit a trend in 
agreement with an equivalent PF of nRSS (Figure 3.6a). Data in Figure 3.6b were collected 
during in situ planar biaxial dwell fatigue ff-HEDM experiments [118], [Hommer et al., 
unpublished] at peak load of the first cycle for X:Y applied stress ratio 4:4 at 100% EH and a 
strain rate of 10-2 s-1 for loading and unloading. Each spot on the PF is a grain from the diffracted 
volume that included approximately 350 grains. 
 
Figure 3.6 (a) Normalized !-.. on basal and prismatic slip systems plotted as a composite on a 
(0001) equal area spherical projection PF for X:Y applied stress ratio 4:4 and (b) average RSS on 




This visual comparison between the simple analytic calculation and the experimental data 
demonstrates the ability of the model to provide a baseline for predicting and understanding 
mechanical behaviors and properties (e.g. yield strength, ductility, Young’s modulus, etc.) as 
functions of arbitrary multiaxial loadings and stress states, and grain orientations. It also enables 
identification of orientations, orientation combinations, and textures of interest for studying 
different deformation mechanisms based on relative probabilities of activating deformations (e.g. 
particular slip family, combination of slip families, twinning, etc.) under multiaxial loadings and 
stress states. 
3.5. Conclusions 
A new methodology for visualizing RSS on slip systems for multiaxial stress states has 
been presented. RSS was computed from Schmid and stress tensors with novelty in using a 
normalized stress tensor of 2-norm = 1, which bounds RSS on the interval [0, 0.5], making it 
equivalent to a uniaxial Schmid factor. The multiaxial nature requires visualization on PFs rather 
than IPFs, which is done routinely for uniaxial Schmid factors. Orientation rotation about the 
plotted pole is accounted for by plotting minimum, mean, maximum, and standard deviation. 
Standard deviation increases with decreasing pole and slip system rotational symmetry. An 
experimental comparison was made for X:Y applied stress ratio 4:4 that indicates agreement in 
predicted RSS behavior. This agreement demonstrates the ability of the analytic calculation and 
pole figure visualization to inform the interpretation of mechanical behaviors and properties as 
they relate to stress states and crystal orientations. As these visualizations rely on resolved shear 
stress calculations, they can be directly applied to other crystal structures and slip systems. They 
are also suitable for other analytic calculation such Taylor factors, elastic anisotropy, twinning 
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prediction, and phase transformation in shape memory alloys, the latter of which is useful for 
predicting transformation strains. 
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CHAPTER 4   
MICROMECHANICS OF DWELL FATIGUE IN TI-7AL SUBJECTED TO 
BIAXIAL TENSION-TENSION LOADING 
This chapter provides a detailed account of the material, experimental methods, and data 
analysis involved in the biaxial tension-tension dwell fatigue testing of Ti-7Al using in situ ff-
HEDM. Material processing and specimen manufacturing are discussed as they relate to 
achieving and maintaining a desired microstructure, respectively. The experimental setup is 
briefly reiterated, as was covered in detail in Chapter 2, and the experimental methods are 
discussed. Mechanistic implications are made using the nRSS PFs introduced in Chapter 3, as 
they relate to randomly oriented polycrystals and the textured Ti-7Al experimental material. 
Relationships between grain orientation and stress metrics such as Mises, hydrostatic, coaxiality, 
triaxiality, and resolved shear stress (RSS) on slip systems are defined and discussed, and these 
data are also used as indicators of soft and hard grain behavior. Grain neighborhood influences 
are also discussed. 
4.1. Material Processing and Specimen Manufacturing 
The Ti-7Al was processed at the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) in Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base, OH. The first sample of material was cast into a 3 in diameter graphite 
mold in a ~50 lb melt, cooled, and hot isostatic pressed (HIP’d) at 15 ksi and 1650 °F for 4 hrs, 
then HIP’d at 25 ksi and 1750 °F for 4 hrs, then cooled to room temperature while bleeding 
pressure to 5 ksi before releasing the remaining pressure. Next, the ingot was cut and turned into 
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right cylinders, coated with glass lubricant (DeltaForge) and finally forged on warm dies (500 
°F) to 3:1 reduction at a strain rate of 10-1 s-1 and 1750 °F followed by water quenching and a 
final heat treatment at 1750 °F for 24 hrs and furnace cooled. This processing method produced 
the desired grain size (as dictated by the ff-HEDM technique) and shape of approximately 100 
µm and equiaxed, however, cracks and voids were present in the final ingot, shown in Figure 4.1, 
that were likely a result of the forging process and water quenching. A revised rolling processed 
was used for subsequent material that prevented formation of cracks and voids. Rolling into 
plates had the added benefit of producing material of desired thickness for specimen machining 
as slicing the ingots into plates proved to be a great challenge for local machine shops due to the 
near perfectly plastic stress-strain response of Ti-7Al. 
 
Figure 4.1 Slice of a forged ingot showing the location of cracks and voids as well as a rough 
outline of a cruciform specimen. 
 
Subsequent material processing also began with casting into 3 in diameter graphite molds 
in ~50 lb melts. Next, castings were cut into 1.325 in thick plates and heat treated at 1800 °F for 
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1 hr, then hot rolled 35 times at 5% thickness reduction per pass with a 3 min, 1800 °F reheat in 
between rolling cycles followed by annealing and creep flattening at 1750 °F for 24 hrs and 
finished with sandblasting, resulting in final thicknesses of ~0.24 in The resulting material was 
single phase alpha with equiaxed grains of approximately 100 µm and composition, previously 
stated in Section 3.4, of Ti-7.1Al-0.08O-0.05Fe-0.01C-0.0024H-0.002N (wt.%). The material 
also contained coherent alpha-2 (Ti-3Al) precipitates that promote slip planarity [23], [125]. 
Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) maps of normal, rolling, and transverse directions (ND, 
RD, and TD, respectively) are shown in Figure 4.2. Rolled material texture is shown relative to 
specimen geometry using multiples of random distribution (MRD) PFs in Figure 4.3 
 
Figure 4.2 EBSD maps of ND, RD, and TD for the rolled Ti-7Al. 
 
Specimens produced from the forging process material were mill machined with a mirror 
finishing in the gage. Mill machining was found to produce extensive plastic deformation in 
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specimen gages, making them unsuitable for the ff-HEDM technique. As mentioned in Section 
2.4, ff-HEDM relies on distinct spots in the diffraction patterns, which are produced by 
individual grains. Extensive plastic deformation in a grain causes its diffraction spot to become 
diffuse, making it difficult to differentiate individual spots in the diffraction pattern. Subsequent 
specimens were manufactured with electrical discharge machining (EDM) to minimize plastic 
deformation. Diffraction patterns from a mill machined specimen and EDM specimen are shown 
in Figure 4.4a and Figure 4.4b, respectively. Due to poor EDM process control, many specimens 




Figure 4.3 Texture in the rolled material relative to specimen geometry shown through MRD 




Figure 4.4 (a) Diffraction pattern from a mill machined specimen with diffuse spots due 
extensive plastic deformation and (b) diffraction pattern from an EDM specimen with distinct 
spots due to minimal plastic deformation. 
 
4.2. Experimental Methods 
The experimental setup was as described in Chapter 2. The planar biaxial load frame was 
mounted on a 6-axis translation and rotation stack in the APS 1-ID-E hutch, allowing precise 
alignment of the specimen with the X-ray beam and 360° of rotation while collecting diffraction 
images. A stereo DIC setup was mounted on an actuator to enable image acquisition when 
diffraction images were not being collected. The ff-HEDM data collection scheme was similar as 
described in Section 2.5. A beam size of 1.1 mm wide by 0.8 mm high was used at an energy of 
55.618 keV and a specimen-to-detector distance of 1025 mm. Due to the projection of the beam 
on the specimen gage when it is rotated, the 1.1 mm wide beam resulted in an approximately 
1.35 mm wide data set. Experiments were conducted for X:Y gage stress ratios of 4:4 and 1:4. 
The 4:4 and 1:4 specimens had gage thicknesses of 0.533 and 0.660 mm, resulting in data set 
volumes of 0.58 and 0.71 mm3, respectively. In both cases, specimens were loaded to 100% EH 
and unloaded at a strain rate of 10-2 s-1. Digital image correlation data were collected at unloaded 
and loaded states for 50 cycles. For cycles 1-5 and 50, ff-HEDM data points for were collected at 
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unloaded and loaded states with a dwell time of at least 120 s prior to collection at load. 
Collecting data at load meant that the total dwell time for each cycle included data collection 
time of approximately 25 minutes in addition to the initial 120 s dwell. However, dwell time of 
120 s has been shown to produce near maximum dwell debit. The specimens used for these 
experiments had been used in prior, similar dwell fatigue experiments loaded to 80% EH with the 
4:4 stress ratio specimen cycled 100 times and the 1:4 stress ratio specimen cycled 310 times. 
4.3. Mechanistic Implications of Normalized Resolved Shear Stress Pole Figures 
As discussed in Section 3.4, the nRSS PFs can be used to predict and understand 
mechanical behaviors and properties as functions of arbitrary multiaxial loadings and stress 
states, and grain orientations as well as identify orientations, orientation combinations, and 
textures of interest. Of particular interest to the study of dwell fatigue in Ti alloys are soft grains, 
preferentially oriented to exhibit basal and/or prismatic slip, and hard grains, that are not. These 
definitions of soft and hard grains arise from basal and prismatic slip systems having lower 
CRSS than pyramidal slip systems. Soft and hard orientations can be identified relative to an 
applied stress state through Figure 4.5, which contains PFs of basal-prismatic, composite nRSS 
for X:Y stress ratios of 0:4 (Figure 4.5a), 1:4 (Figure 4.5b), 2:4 (Figure 4.5c), 3:4 (Figure 4.5d), 
and 4:4 (Figure 4.5e). The nRSS values in these plots are taken as the mean for rotation about the 
c-axis, as shown in Figure 3.3. Mean, maximum, and minimum of all nRSS values for each 
stress ratio are summarized in Table 4.1. These values imply several interesting stress ratio 
dependent behaviors for a randomly oriented polycrystal. As slip accumulation drives load 
shedding and is a precursor to dwell fatigue failure, intermediate stress multiaxiality (i.e., 1:4, 
2:4, and 3:4 in the present work) should reduce dwell debit, as has been suggested by Cuddihy et 
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al. [126]. This is evidenced by the 0:4 and 4:4 stress ratios have the highest average nRSS, while 
the 2:4 stress ratio has the lowest, with the 1:4 and 3:4 falling in-between. This implies that for a 
given dwell fatigue loading scenario, 0:4 and 4:4 stress states should produce more plastic 
deformation than the 2:4, and 1:4 and 3:4. This behavior may be further assisted by constraints 
imposed by the higher percentage of grains less favorably oriented for basal and/or prismatic 
deformation under multiaxial stress states. It is also indicated that intermediate multiaxial stress 
states should exhibit less severe load shedding due to fewer rogue grain combinations, as termed 
by Dunne and Rugg [127], since even the hardest orientations for these stress states should have 
the propensity to slip. The 0:4 and 4:4 stress ratios have the lowest minimum nRSS while the 2:4 
stress ratio has the highest (i.e., lower disparity between soft and hard grains) with the 1:4 and 
3:4 falling in between and all stress ratios having the same maximum nRSS. This behavior 
should also contribute to intermediate multiaxial stress states reducing dwell debit. These 
implications pertain to randomly oriented polycrystals, however, hcp alloys often develop strong 
processing textures, such that these implications may vary when this approach is applied to a real 
material [128], [129]. 
The analysis approach applied to analytic, randomly oriented polycrystaline nRSS PFs 
can be applied to experimental data. The nRSS PFs for the 4:4 and 1:4 data sets are plotted for 
basal-prismatic composite, basal, and prismatic slip systems in Figure 4.7 where each dot 
represents and individual grain. Mean values of each, as well as standard deviation of basal-
prismatic composite summarized in Table 4.2. The 4:4 data set contains 351 grains with an 
average sphere-equivalent grain radius of 58 µm and the 1:4 data set contains 626 grains with an 
sphere-equivalent average radius of 48 µm, as measured by ff-HEDM. Grain radius histograms 
of the 4:4 and 1:4 data sets are shown in Figure 4.6a and b, respectively. The 1:4 specimen has 
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higher mean basal-prismatic nRSS, which implies that it should produce more plastic 
deformation than the 4:4 specimen (opposite the polycrystal scenario). Under the logic that slip 
accumulation drives load shedding and is a precursor to dwell fatigue failure, this would imply 
that the 1:4 specimen, given its texture, should have a greater dwell debit than the 4:4. However, 
the 1:4 has a lower standard deviation in the basal-prismatic nRSS, indicating lower disparity 
between the hardest and softest grains and fewer hard grains. This was also the case in the 
randomly oriented polycrystaline calculation. This implies that, even though the 1:4 specimen 
should plastically deform more than the 4:4, rogue grain combinations will be fewer and less 
extreme, thereby reducing load shedding in the 1:4 and ultimately resulting in reduced dwell 
 
Figure 4.5 Normalized !-.. on basal and prismatic slip systems plotted as a composite on (0001) 
equal area spherical projection PFs for X:Y applied stress ratios (a) 0:4, (b) 1:4, (c) 2:4, (d) 3:4, 




Table 4.1 Mean, minimum and maximum nRSS values for stress ratios 0:4, 1:4, 2:4, 3:4, and 4:4. 
 0:4 1:4 2:4 3:4 4:4 
Mean 0.43 0.38 0.36 0.38 0.43 
Minimum 0.02 0.12 0.22 0.12 0.02 
Maximum 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 
 
 
Figure 4.6 Grain radius histograms, as measured by ff-HEDM, of the (a) 4:4 and (b) 1:4 stress 
ratio data sets. 
 
debit. The mean basal/(prismatic) nRSS of 0.22/(0.34) in the 1:4 specimen indicate that it should 
slip through a combination of both systems with prismatic being slightly dominant, while the 4:4 
value of 0.29/(0.09) indicate that it should exhibit primarily basal slip. Additional insight can be 
drawn by examining the relationships between basal and prismatic nRSS for 4:4 and 1:4 stress 
ratios, as shown for a randomly oriented polycrystal in Figure 4.8a and Figure 4.9a, respectively. 
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It can be seen that basal and prismatic nRSS values have a narrower range of corresponding 
values for 4:4 stress ratio than 1:4 (i.e., there are generally fewer prismatic nRSS values for a 
fixed basal nRSS value, or fewer basal nRSS values for a fixed prismatic nRSS value). Also, 
there are no grains in the 1:4 ratio that have both zero basal and prismatic nRSS values, as there 
are in the 1:1 ratio. The narrower range of corresponding values is also present in the 4:4 and 1:4 
specimen data sets as shown in Figure 4.8b and Figure 4.9b, respectively. The basal and 
prismatic nRSS values inherent to these narrower ranges of corresponding values indicate that 
the 4:4 stress ratio contains fewer orientations favorable for both basal and prismatic slip than the 
1:4 stress ratio. As multiple slip system activation is more likely to cause hardening, this 
narrower range of corresponding values contributes to the 4:4 stress ratio enhancement of load 
shedding and dwell debit. Choosing 0.3 as a minimum nRSS value for favorable slip, the 
narrower range of corresponding values in the 4:4 data set is further highlighted in Figure 4.8c 
and Figure 4.9c by coloring grains in blue that satisfy this criterion for both basal and prismatic 
slip. Investigation of these implications requires metrics of plastic deformation within high 
energy X-ray diffraction (HEXD) and ff-HEDM data. 
Although outside the scope of this work, it is worth noting for completeness that, plastic 
deformation can be characterized from raw high energy X-ray diffraction (HEXD) data through 
spot analysis of diffraction patterns [46], [47] that rely on tracking intensity distributions and 
spot shape changes. Grain orientations from ff-HEDM data have been used to calculate grain 
rotations [130] that were then used to measure CRSS of basal and prismatic slip systems. This 
was done by identifying rotation axes of grains that matched with the rotation axis of a single 
slip system. Grains deforming primarily though basal slip have minimal rotation about the c-axis 




Figure 4.7 Normalized !-.. on basal and prismatic slip systems in the 4:4 stress ratio data set 
plotted as a (a) composite and (b, c, respectively) individually, and in the 1:4 stress ratio data set 
plotted as a (d) composite and (e, f, respectively) individually on (0001) equal area spherical 
projection PFs. 
 
Table 4.2 Mean nRSS on basal, prismatic, and basal-prismatic composite slip systems in the 1:4 
and 4:4 stress ratio data sets 
 1:4 4:4 
Mean Basal 0.22 0.29 
Mean Prismatic 0.34 0.09 








Figure 4.8 Basal nRSS vs. prismatic nRSS under 4:4 stress ratio for (a) a randomly oriented 
polycrystal, (b) the 4:4 specimen, and (c) the 4:4 specimen with blue data points corresponding 




Figure 4.9 Basal nRSS vs. prismatic nRSS under 1:4 stress ratio for (a) a randomly oriented 
polycrystal, (b) the 1:4 specimen, and (c) the 1:4 specimen with blue data points corresponding 





In general, slip system rotation axis can be calculated as the cross product of the slip direction 
and slip plane normal. This is an effective method for fully developed plastic flow, which was 
not the case in the present work. Wang et al. found the onset of plastic deformation to occur at 
about 0.5° grain rotation from initial state, which was approximately the largest rotation 
measured in the present work and consequently prevents the use of this method. Strain tensors 
from ff-HEDM data have also been used for CRSS measurement [131], [132] by calculating 
stress tensors with single crystal elastic constants and determining the maximum resolved shear 
stress on a slip system. However, this method can be problematic for slip systems that share 
components of directions and plane normals, because activation of the system with the lowest 
CRSS will relieve stress tensor components on systems with higher CRSS, making it appear that 
the higher CRSS slip systems have also activated. A metric for indicating the onset of plasticity 
and subsequent extent suggested by Turner et al. [133] is stress coaxiality angle (SCA) 
I = JKLM< N /OPPQ>RS ∶ /T"O>UV/OPPQ>RSVV/T"O>UVW (4.1) 
where /OPPQ>RS  is the applied stress tensor (/<< = /88 = 1 and all other components equal to 0 
for the 4:4 stress ratio specimen, and /<< = 1,/88 = 4, and all other components equal to 0 for 
the 1:4 stress ratio specimen) and /T"O>U is the measured grain stress tensor. Coaxiality angle is a 
scalar measure of the alignment between two stress states and in the case of the form given, the 
alignment between the macroscopic (i.e., applied) stress and the stress state of a grain. The 
modelling efforts by Turner et al. indicated that SCA should be relatively low and remain 
constant during elastic deformation, begin to increase at the onset of plastic deformation, and 
continue to increase as plastic deformation proceeds. However, their data set was limited to the 
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macroscopically elastic regime and hence could not confirm the model. Intuitively it makes sense 
that SCA increases as plastic deformation proceeds because components of the grain stress 
tensor that are most resolved on an active slip system are relieved while other components are 
not, therefore causing the grain stress tensor to deviate from the applied stress tensor. This was 
found to be a successful metric for evaluating plastic deformation in the current work, which also 
serves to validate the model results of Turner et al., and is demonstrated in Figure 4.10. In 
comparison to Figure 4.5 it can be seen that hard orientations generally have low SCA while soft 
orientations, specifically basal, generally have high SCA. The SCA disparity between soft basal 
and soft prismatic orientations will be addressed in the coming sections.  
 
Figure 4.10 Stress coaxiality angle plotted on (0001) equal area spherical projection PFs for (a) 
4:4 and (b) 1:4 stress ratios. 
 
An additional metric for evaluating plastic deformation is Mises stress. A hard-oriented 
grain can withstand higher Mises stress than a soft-oriented grain and should exhibit less plastic 
deformation because less of the stress is resolved on the easy slip systems (i.e., basal and 
prismatic). Therefore, relative Mises stresses throughout the grains should be inversely 
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proportional to the extent of plastic deformation, and to SCA. This behavior is demonstrated in 
Figure 4.11 and in comparison to Figure 4.5 it can be seen that hard orientations generally have 
high Mises stress while soft orientations, specifically basal as in agreement with the SCA trend, 
generally have low Mises stress. These metrics will be discussed further in the following section, 
along with other stress metric behaviors including individual components of the stress tensor, 
hydrostatic stress, stress triaxiality, resolved shear stress, and normalized resolved shear stress. 
The Mises stress disparity between soft basal and soft prismatic orientations will be addressed in 
the coming sections. 
 
Figure 4.11 Mises stress plotted on (0001) equal area spherical projection PFs for (a) 4:4 and (b) 
1:4 stress ratios. 
 
4.4. Trends in Grain Orientations and Stress Metrics 
4.4.1. Cyclic Evolution 
In the previous section it was postulated that the 1:4 stress ratio specimen, due to higher 
basal-prismatic nRSS, should exhibit more plastic deformation than the 4:4 specimen. It was also 
postulated that the 1:4 specimen, due to a lower standard deviation in basal-prismatic nRSS, 
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should have fewer hard grains (i.e., grains that do not plastically deforming and that have load 
shed onto them). These suppositions can be supported through the previously introduced 
plasticity metrics, SCA and Mises stress. The SCA for the 4:4 and 1:4 stress ratio specimens at 
cycles 1 and 50 are plotted as empirical cumulative distribution functions (ECDF) in Figure 4.12. 
An ECDF gives the probability that a variable exists within a certain range of values. For 
example, the ECDF for 1:4 Stress, Cycle 1 in Figure 4.12 indicates there is approximately a 40% 
chance (i.e., 0.4 Fraction of Data) the SCA of a grain is less than 18° and conversely, a 60% 
chance it is greater than 18°, with 20° corresponding to the median of the data set (i.e., 0.5 
Fraction of Data). 
 
Figure 4.12 Empirical cumulative distribution functions of SCA for 4:4 and 1:4 stress ratios at 
cycles 1 and 50. 
 
The 1:4 specimen has a median SCA of 20.4° and the 4:4 specimens of 12.4°, which corresponds 
to only about 5% of the 1:4 ECDF. This higher median SCA combined with the similar but 
shifted ECDFs of the two specimens supports the supposition of increased plastic deformation in 
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the 1:4 specimen. While the minimum SCAs are similar in all ECDFs, the 1:4 specimen contains 
far fewer low SCA grains than the 4:4 specimen, supporting the supposition of fewer 1:4 hard 
grains. The measurements and simulations of Turner et al. [133] further support this, as SCA for 
predominantly elastically deforming (i.e., hard) grains was typically found to be less than 10°. 
Insights about cyclic plastic deformation can also be made from Figure 4.12.  
A shift in SCA distribution toward higher SCA (i.e., right) indicates increased plastic 
deformation. Both 4:4 and 1:4 stress ratio specimen ECDFs exhibit rightward shifts with the 4:4 
specimen being far more substantial. Also, the 4:4 shift is more dramatic for higher SCAs. This 
shift indicates cyclic plasticity that is most prominent in the softest grains. The more substantial 
shift in the 4:4 specimen may be a function of two factors: 1) The 4:4 specimen had experienced 
less plastic shakedown because it had been subjected to 100 cycles in a previous experiment 
while the 1:4 specimen had been subjected to 310, and 2) Based on basal and prismatic nRSS 
values of Table 4.2 the 1:4 specimen could have experienced more hardening through a mixture 
of basal and prismatic slip while the 4:4 specimen deformed primarily through basal slip. In 
regard to 2), the prismatic slip system contains three planes allowing for the creation of sessile 
dislocations through intersections and combinations into new dislocations that are not in slip 
directions, whereas the basal slip system contains 1 plane, which prevents this hardening 
mechanism [134]. Interaction between basal and prismatic slip systems can also contribute to 
hardening. A more complete discussion on dislocation behaviors can be found in Introduction to 
Dislocations, D. Hull and D.J. Bacon [135]. The Figure 4.7 nRSS implications supported by 
Figure 4.12 are further supported by the equivalent Mises stress ECDF in Figure 4.13. 
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The 1:4 specimen Mises stress ECDFs in Figure 4.13 have narrower distributions (i.e., 
higher slopes) than the 4:4 specimen, indicating lower disparity between softest and hardest grain 
behaviors (i.e., less pronounced load shedding). The previously discussed cyclic plasticity in the 
4:4 specimen is further demonstrated as load shedding by the broadening of the cycle 50 ECDF 
due to stress redistribution from soft to hard grains. 
 
Figure 4.13 Empirical cumulative distribution functions of Mises stress for 4:4 and 1:4 stress 
ratios at cycles 1 and 50. 
 
It is also clear that the median and mean Mises stresses in the 4:4 specimen are higher than the 
1:4, contrary to the loading to equal Mises stress in both specimens. This discrepancy is due to 
different residual lattice strains that could not be accounted for through DIC, which was used to 
determine the appropriate applied load to achieve desired macroscopic stress states. Macroscopic 
Mises stress from DIC data was 793/(738) MPa in 4:4/(1:4) specimens, while average Mises 
stress from lattice strains was 662/(462) MPa. Also, the DIC Mises stresses were calculated from 
the entire specimen gage sections (~8 mm2) as opposed to the X-ray illuminated volume (~1 
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mm2) of the lattice strains. Not to say this volume difference was a substantial contributor to the 
discrepancy, however, it is worth noting for completeness. The behavior of the Mises stress 
ECDFs can be further analyzed through ECDFs of the principal stress components, X, Y, and Z, 
corresponding to the two loading axes and out of plane axis, respectively. 
X, Y, and Z stress ECDFs are shown in Figure 4.14, Figure 4.15, and Figure 4.16, 
respectively. The 1:4 specimen ECDFs for X, Y, and Z stresses remains relatively constant 
between cycles 1 and 50, in agreement with its Mises stress behavior. The 4:4 specimen X stress 
ECDF exhibits a leftward shift, with the highest magnitude of the shift occurring at low stresses, 
indicative of load shedding. The Y stress ECDF exhibits a similar trend. The Z stress ECDF 
exhibits a slight leftward shift at low stress and a slight rightward shift at high stresses with 
intermediate stresses remaining relatively constant. Low Z stresses correspond to high Mises 
stresses and hard grains and developed through a combination of Poisson contraction and grain 
boundary compatibility with soft neighboring grains. Conversely, high Z stresses correspond to 
low Mises stresses and soft grains. Cyclic load shedding causes increasing X and Y stresses in 
hard grains, driving their Poisson contraction, which in turn introduces tensile forces on 
neighboring soft grains. The decreases in the 4:4 specimen ECDF X and Y stresses between 
cycle 1 and 50 are greater than, and elastically disproportionate to, the increase in Z stress, which 
causes the decrease in hydrostatic stress (i.e., average of the three normal stresses) observed in 
Figure 4.17. The cyclically decreasing X and Y stresses in soft grains indicate that the decrease 
in hydrostatic stress also corresponds to soft grains. The positive Z stresses in Figure 4.16 
indicate that the tensile force exerted on soft grains by hard neighbors is enough to cause stress 
states of triaxial tension in soft grains. The combination of cyclically increasing hydrostatic 
stress and decreasing Mises stress in soft grains, and conversely in hard grains, is responsible for 
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the trend of increasing stress triaxiality in soft grains and decreasing stress triaxiality in hard 
grains observed in the 4:4 specimen stress triaxiality ECDFs of Figure 4.18. Stress triaxiality is 
defined as the ratio of hydrostatic stress to Mises stress and can be intuitively thought of as the 
ratio of stress responsible for brittle failure to the ratio of stress responsible for ductile failure. 
High triaxial stress states are more likely to cause brittle failure. An underlying question raised 
by these stress metrics is why the X, Y, and Mises stresses in soft grains cyclically decrease. This 
behavior implies that soft grains cyclically lose their ability to carry load, which suggests 
cyclically decreasing CRSS (i.e., softening). 
 
 
Figure 4.14 Empirical cumulative distribution functions of X stress for 4:4 and 1:4 stress ratios at 





Figure 4.15 Empirical cumulative distribution functions of Y stress for 4:4 and 1:4 stress ratios at 




Figure 4.16 Empirical cumulative distribution functions of Z stress for 4:4 and 1:4 stress ratios at 





Figure 4.17 Empirical cumulative distribution functions of hydrostatic stress for 4:4 and 1:4 




Figure 4.18 Empirical cumulative distribution functions of stress triaxiality for 4:4 and 1:4 stress 




It has been shown that short range ordering of Ti-3Al precipitates, present in the Ti-7Al 
of the current work, serves as an initial strengthening mechanism, but upon shearing, promote 
highly planar slip, and glide plane softening [125], [131], [132]. However, this softening 
mechanism has only been observed under monotonic loading. The fraction of slip confined to 
preexisting planar regions may increase up cycling, leading to cyclic softening. To investigate 
CRSS softening, ECDFs of RSS on basal and prismatic slip systems are plotted for the 4:4 
specimen in Figure 4.19 and the 1:4 specimen in Figure 4.20. In both loading conditions, basal 
CRSS softening is seen as the leftward shift of the high stress distribution portions of the ECDFs 
between cycles 1 and 50, with the shift being more prominent in the 4:4 specimen. Prismatic 
CRSS remains constant in both loading conditions with the 4:4 specimen exhibiting a rightward 
shift in the intermediate stress portion of the ECDF. This shift is likely a consequence of stress 
redistribution associated with the basal CRSS softening. The CRSS of each distribution was 
estimated using the average of the 95th percentile and are summarized in Table 4.3. The higher 
1:4 specimen prismatic CRSS could be the effect of prismatic hardening, however, the difference 
in 4:4 and 1:4 specimen prismatic nRSS distributions in Figure 4.21 is likely also a factor. The 
4:4 specimen contains many more grains oriented to have high RSS. Also, the nRSS PFs in 
Figure 3.3 and Figure 4.5 show that the 4:4 stress ratio causes a larger area of overlap between 
soft basal and prismatic orientations than the 1:4 stress ratio. Because of this, RSS on prismatic 
systems in the 4:4 specimen is more likely to be relieved by basal slip than in the 1:4 specimen. 
Enhanced basal softening in the 4:4 specimen compared to 1:4 may be a function of two factors: 
1) Texture in the specimens is such that the 4:4 specimen should exhibit primarily basal slip, 
resulting in less hardening though basal-prismatic slip system interactions than in the 1:4 
specimen. 2) There is a plastic shakedown effect in softening behavior such that the 4:4 
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specimen softened at a higher rate due to being cycled 100 times in the previous experiment 
compared to the 1:4 specimen, which was cycled 310 times. These factors may also be 
responsible for the higher basal CRSS observed in the 4:4 specimen. Basal CRSS comparison 
between the two specimens is not subject to the previously discussed texture effects on prismatic 
slip systems, as evident by the similar 4:4 and 1:4 specimen basal nRSS distributions in Figure 
4.21. Additional evidence of cyclic softening are basal CRSSs lower than prismatic. Given that 
the measured c/a = 1.596 is less than the ideal close-packed ratio of 1.633, prismatic slip should 
have a lower CRSS [135]. This has been observed by May for Ti-6.7Al single crystals in tension 
(prismatic CRSS = 279 MPa, basal CRSS = 293 MPa) [136], Williams et al. for Ti-6.7Al single 
crystals in compression (prismatic CRSS = 195 MPa, basal CRSS = 205 MPa) [3], and Pagan et 
al. for Ti-7Al polycrystals in tension (prismatic CRSS = 248 MPa, basal CRSS = 253 MPa) 
[131], in which reported values were for initial strengths that settled closer to 208 and 214 MPa, 
respectively, in fully plastic flow. Thus far discussion of orientation and stress metric trends have 
been confined to cyclic evolution of single variables. To further elucidate the mechanics of dwell 
fatigue and determine soft and hard grain behaviors the interrelationships of stress metrics, and 




Figure 4.19 Empirical cumulative distribution functions of RSS on basal and prismatic slip 




Figure 4.20 Empirical cumulative distribution functions of RSS on basal and prismatic slip 




Table 4.3 Estimated CRSS values for basal and prismatic slip systems in the 4:4 and 1:4 stress 
ratio specimens at cycles 1 and 50. 
 4:4, Cycle 1 4:4, Cycle 50 1:4, Cycle 1 1:4, Cycle 50 
Basal CRSS (MPa) 152 142 120 115 
Prismatic CRSS (MPa) 214 216 235 236 
 
 
Figure 4.21 Empirical cumulative distribution functions of nRSS on basal and prismatic slip 
systems for 4:4 and 1:4 stress ratios. 
 
4.4.2. Interdependencies 
As was discussed in the previous section, SCA and Mises stress can both serves as 
metrics for the extent of plastic deformation a grain experiences. In the case of SCA, plastic 
deformation serves to relieve stress components on the active slip system(s), causing the grain 
stress state to deviate from the applied load, and consequently, causing the SCA to increase. In 
the case of Mises stress, grains experiencing plastic deformation have less load carrying capacity 
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and hence, lower Mises stress. The relationship between the two metrics is observed for the 4:4 
and 1:4 specimens in Figure 4.22 and Figure 4.23, respectively, where SCA decreases with 
increasing Mises stress. 
 
Figure 4.22 Stress coaxiality angle vs. Mises stress in the 4:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue data 
points in (b) are orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are colored 
according to their basal nRSS in (c) and prismatic nRSS in (d). 
 
The trend in the 4:4 specimen is stronger given the greater disparity between soft and hard 
grains. In both specimens, orientation dependence of SCA and Mises stress is observed in Figure 
4.22c, d and Figure 4.23c, d as SCA decreases with decreasing basal nRSS and Mises stress 
increases. However, there is a minimum SCA at high Mises stresses in both data sets followed by 
SCA increasing with increasing Mises stress. This behavior will be explained in the forthcoming 
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stress metric and orientation interrelationships. This discussion will include dependencies 
between SCA, Mises stress, hydrostatic stress, stress triaxiality, and principal components of 
stress, dependency of SCA on grain radius, and dependencies of SCA and Mises stress with 
basal and prismatic nRSS and RSS. 
 
Figure 4.23 Stress coaxiality angle vs. Mises stress in the 1:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue data 
points in (b) are orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are colored 
according to their basal nRSS in (c) and prismatic nRSS in (d). 
 
In the 4:4 specimen SCA is seen to decrease with increasing hydrostatic stress, as shown 
in Figure 4.24 whereas little dependence is seen in Figure 4.25 for the 1:4 specimen with the 
exception of the highest and lowest hydrostatic stresses both corresponding to high SCA. Also, 
there appears to be very little dependence of hydrostatic stress on orientation with the exception 
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of the highest hydrostatic stresses in the 4:4 specimen corresponding to low basal and prismatic 
nRSS (i.e., hard grains). 
 
Figure 4.24 Stress coaxiality angle vs. hydrostatic stress in the 4:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue 
data points in (b) are orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are 




Figure 4.25 Stress coaxiality angle vs. hydrostatic stress in the 1:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue 
data points in (b) are orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are 
colored according to their basal nRSS in (c) and prismatic nRSS in (d). 
 
Hydrostatic stress vs. Mises stress is shown in Figure 4.26 and Figure 4.27 for the 4:4 and 
1:4 specimens, respectively. Hydrostatic stress minimums and maximums are relatively constant 
for all orientations and Mises stress values, more clearly displaying the lack of hydrostatic stress 
orientation dependence gleaned from Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.25. Mises stress has a wider total 
range than hydrostatic stress as well as unique subranges corresponding to unique orientation 
ranges (basal and prismatic nRSS ranges) evidenced by Figure 4.26c, d and Figure 4.27c, d. In 
the 4:4 specimen the widest subrange is for grains with high basal nRSS because within this 
subrange exits a range of prismatic nRSS values. In other words, it is the widest subrange 
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because, although all grains within it have high basal nRSS, some also have high prismatic 
nRSS. Grains deforming by both basal and prismatic slip (i.e., high basal and prismatic nRSS) 
have the lowest Mises stresses. In the 1:4 specimen the widest subrange is for grains with low 
basal nRSS and high prismatic nRSS because these grains may exhibit both soft and hard grain 
behaviors depending on their neighborhoods. In depth discussion of grain neighborhood effects 
is the focus of the following section, 4.5. A more complete understanding of the relationships 
between SCA, Mises stress and hydrostatic stress is gained through comparisons with stress 
triaxiality. 
 
Figure 4.26 Hydrostatic stress vs. Mises stress in the 4:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue data points 
in (b) are orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are colored according 




Figure 4.27 Hydrostatic stress vs. Mises stress in the 1:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue data points 
in (b) are orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are colored according 
to their basal nRSS in (c) and prismatic nRSS in (d). 
 
Relationships between SCA, stress triaxiality, and orientation are shown in Figure 4.28 
and Figure 4.29 for the 4:4 and 1:4 specimens, respectively. For both specimens the SCA-stress 
triaxiality trend is such that minimum SCA corresponds to an approximately singular stress 
triaxiality value that spreads to an increasingly wide range of values for increasing SCA. The 
singular stress triaxiality value also corresponds to hard orientations. Theoretical calculation of 
stress triaxiality for a purely elastic body under the applied plane stress ratio of 4:4/(1:4) results 
in 0.67/(0.46), which is approximately the singular value observed in the data sets. Deviation 
from these applied values is an indicator of grains receiving and experiencing load shedding and 
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the type of neighborhood in which that a grain likely exists. The average stress triaxialities in the 
4:4/(1:4) specimens are 0.69/(0.59), which is an additional indicator of more plastic deformation 
in the 1:4 specimen, as its increase from the elastic calculation is greater. In Figure 4.28c grains 
with the lowest basal nRSS exhibit a linear trend between SCA and stress triaxiality 
corresponding to increased load shedding. The stress triaxiality in a grain receiving load 
shedding is lower than the applied stress triaxiality due to Mises stress dominance whereas stress 
triaxiality in a grain exhibiting load shedding is higher than the applied stress triaxiality due to 
hydrostatic stress dominance. This explains the slope direction changes observed in Figure 4.22 
and Figure 4.23 where Mises stress increases with SCA for the highest Mises stress grains. This 
load shedding-driven behavior arises from the tensile force exerted on soft grains by hard grains 
undergoing Poisson contraction. Soft grain orientations with stress triaxiality near that of what 
the applied load would cause (i.e., grain scale stress tensor near that of the applied stress tensor) 
are likely in soft neighborhoods, so they do not experience the tensile force of hard grain Poisson 
contraction due to load shedding. The orientation dependence of stress triaxiality in the 1:4 
specimen, shown in Figure 4.29c, d, is weaker than in the 4:4 because the 1:4 does not contain 
distinctly hard grains, in other words, hard basal orientations are soft prismatic orientations and 
vice versa. However, the basal CRSS lower than prismatic leads to persistent stress triaxiality 
orientation dependence. Dependence of stress triaxiality on Mises stress is shown in Figure 4.30 
and Figure 4.31 and on hydrostatic stress in Figure 4.32 and Figure 4.33 for 4:4 and 1:4 
specimens, respectively. 
Stress triaxiality increases with decreasing Mises stress at a relatively constant rate in 
both 4:4 and 1:4 specimens with the exception of the highest stress triaxiality grains increasing 
with decreasing Mises at a higher rate. An inverse trend exists for hydrostatic stress, which 
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increases with increasing stress triaxiality but with larger slope magnitude, indicating that the 
transition from hard to soft grain behavior involves hydrostatic stress increasing at a higher rate 
than Mises stress decreasing. A basal nRSS dependence trend exists in the stress triaxiality vs. 
Mises stress plots of Figure 4.30c and Figure 4.31c; whereby similar orientations exhibit unique 
and increasing slopes with increasing basal nRSS. These trends are also illustrated in the stress 
triaxiality vs. hydrostatic stress plots of Figure 4.32 and Figure 4.33. 
 
 
Figure 4.28 Stress coaxiality angle vs. stress triaxiality in the 4:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue data 
points in (b) are orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are colored 





Figure 4.29 Stress coaxiality angle vs. stress triaxiality in the 1:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue data 
points in (b) are orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are colored 




Figure 4.30 Stress triaxiality vs. Mises stress in the 4:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue data points in 
(b) are orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are colored according to 




Figure 4.31 Stress triaxiality vs. Mises stress in the 1:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue data points in 
(b) are orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are colored according to 
their basal nRSS in (c) and prismatic nRSS in (d). 
 
In the stress triaxiality vs. hydrostatic stress plots of Figure 4.32b and Figure 4.33b, blue 
grains, which have a minimum value of 0.3 for both basal and prismatic nRSS, show a linear 
trend with high slope relative to other orientation groupings. In the 4:4 specimen this trend 
indicates that grains likely deforming by basal and prismatic slip develop the highest stress 
triaxiality. This follows because the first two principal stresses (i.e., loading directions) are 
relieved, maintaining their 4:4 ratio, while the third principal stress (i.e., out of plane direction) 
increases disproportionately through the previously discussed load shedding, hard-soft grain 
interaction. This behavior serves to reduce Mises stress while simultaneously increasing 
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hydrostatic stress at a higher rate than if the first two principal stresses where relieved 
disproportionately. In the 1:4 specimen these grains do not develop the highest stress triaxiality, 
which is to be expected following the reasoning provided for the 4:4 specimen. In order for 1:4 
specimen grains to develop high triaxiality, the first principal stress needs to be relieved more 
than the second, causing the stress state to approach 4:4. To provide a more in depth 
understanding of how principal stresses are contributing to stress triaxiality, stress triaxiality is 
plotted vs. the three principal stresses in Figure 4.34 through Figure 4.40. 
 
Figure 4.32 Stress triaxiality vs. hydrostatic stress in the 4:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue data 
points in (b) are orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are colored 




Figure 4.33 Stress triaxiality vs. hydrostatic stress in the 1:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue data 
points in (b) are orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are colored 









Stress triaxiality vs. Y and X stresses (i.e., first two principal) plots exhibit the previously 
discussed orientation dependencies of soft orientations having higher stress triaxiality than hard 
orientations. Also, as would be expected, soft orientations on average have lower X and Y 
stresses than hard, however, substantial spread and overlap in hard and soft grain stresses are 
present, as seen in Figure 4.34c through Figure 4.37c. Additionally, stress triaxiality is strongly 
correlated with Z stress and displays much less orientation overlap, as shown in Figure 4.38, 
Figure 4.39 (an inset of Figure 4.38) , and Figure 4.40. The trends in these figures illustrate how 
Z stress, relative to the macroscopic stress state (recall calculations of purely elastic stress 
triaxiality) becomes disproportionately large in soft grains shedding load and disproportionately 
small in hard grains receiving load. As was shown in Figure 4.26 and Figure 4.27, orientation 
overlap in Mises stress is far less substantial than in the X and Y stresses. This indicates that a 
soft grain with high X stress must have low Y stress, or vice versa, to have the observed low 
Mises stress. Thus, the principal stress behaviors indicate the magnitude and directions of slip 
often do not correspond to the proportion of load biaxiality applied macroscopically. Rather, 
only select slip systems within a family may activate, causing disproportionate relief of stresses 
leading to huge variations in grain scale stresses during plastic deformation. The strong 
correlation between stress triaxiality and Z stress indicates that very little plastic deformation in 
occurring out of plane such that Z strains are primarily elastic and produced through loading 
shedding and grain boundary compatibility. An additional feature of the stress triaxiality vs. Z 
stress plots are the orientation isolated linear trends (i.e., low basal nRSS grains display a unique 
and lower slope than high basal nRSS grains) in the 4:4 specimen highlighted in Figure 4.39, 
which is an inset of Figure 4.38.  Similar, although less pronounced, trends were discussed in 
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Figure 4.30 through Figure 4.33. This trend with Z stress in indeed the source of the previously 
discussed trends as Mises stress and hydrostatic stress are both functions of the Z stress. 
 
 
Figure 4.34 Stress triaxiality vs. Y stress in the 4:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue data points in (b) 
are orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are colored according to 




Figure 4.35 Stress triaxiality vs. Y stress in the 1:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue data points in (b) 
are orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are colored according to 




Figure 4.36 Stress triaxiality vs. X stress in the 4:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue data points in (b) 
are orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are colored according to 




Figure 4.37 Stress triaxiality vs. X stress in the 1:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue data points in (b) 
are orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are colored according to 




Figure 4.38 Stress triaxiality vs. Z stress in the 4:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue data points in (b) 
are orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are colored according to 




Figure 4.39 Stress triaxiality vs. Z stress in the 4:4 stress ratio specimen with reduced axes limits 
from Figure 4.38. Blue data points in (b) are orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at 




Figure 4.40 Stress triaxiality vs. Z stress in the 1:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue data points in (b) 
are orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are colored according to 









Without exception, load shedding from soft to hard grains has been shown in models to 
cause high stress gradients at grain boundaries [4], [137]–[148]. The effect of these stress 
gradients on the grain averaged data of the present work can be seen in the SCA vs. grain radius 
plots of Figure 4.41 and Figure 4.42 for the 4:4 and 1:4 specimens, respectively. The smallest 
grains tend to have the highest SCA values due to their high surface area (i.e., grain boundary) to 
volume ratios. This is because grain stresses from HEDM are volume averages, such that stresses 
in small grains are more strongly influenced by their grain boundary stresses. This holds true for 
hard and soft orientations alike as both are present in the high SCA/low grain radius region of 
Figure 4.41c, d and Figure 4.42c, d. 
 
Figure 4.41 Stress coaxiality angle vs. grain radius in the 4:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue data 
points in (b) are orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are colored 




Figure 4.42 Stress coaxiality angle vs. grain radius in the 1:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue data 
points in (b) are orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are colored 
according to their basal nRSS in (c) and prismatic nRSS in (d). 
 
Dependence of SCA on basal and prismatic nRSS (i.e., orientation) has been visualized 
as a secondary variable through the color scales of the previous figures. To provide a more direct 
comparison between the two, SCA is plotted vs basal nRSS in Figure 4.43 and Figure 4.44 for 
4:4 and 1:4 specimens, respectively. As nRSS serves to predict the RSS distribution in a 
polycrystal, these plots are then compared to their RSS counterparts of SCA vs. RSS in Figure 
4.45 and Figure 4.46. While most grains lie along a relatively linear trend of SCA increasing 
with increasing basal nRSS in Figure 4.43, there are higher SCA outliers along most portions of 
the curve with basal nRSS of 0.3 having the least. Some of these outliers are explained by their 
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high prismatic nRSS values as shown by the orange and red data points in Figure 4.43d. Drawing 
on previous discussion the higher SCA outliers are grains receiving load shedding at low basal 
nRSS values and experiencing load shedding at high basal nRSS values. The absence of outliers 
around basal nRSS of 0.3 is likely due to these being transitional orientations between soft and 
hard. 
 
Figure 4.43 Stress coaxiality angle vs. basal nRSS in the 4:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue data 
points in (b) are orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are colored 
according to their basal nRSS in (c) and prismatic nRSS in (d). 
 
The approximately linear trend between SCA and basal nRSS in the 4:4 specimen data is 
partially observed in the 1:4 specimen data of Figure 4.44 for basal nRSS values of ~0.2-0.5 with 
minimum SCA lying at ~0.2 with increasing SCA at lower values of basal nRSS due to high 
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prismatic nRSS. Also, outliers are present but not in the continuous fashion of the 4:4 specimen. 
Both of these differences arise from the lack of distinctly hard orientations in the 1:4 specimen. 
High basal nRSS orientations account for the narrowest range of SCA values, indicating they 
exhibit the most plastic deformation due low CRSS and highly planar slip on the single basal 
plane. The other region of high SCA corresponds to high prismatic nRSS, however, this region 
also has the widest distribution of SCA, indicating the wide variety of behaviors these 
orientations can exhibit given the 1:4 stress ratio loading condition and relative texture. 
 
Figure 4.44 Stress coaxiality angle vs. basal nRSS in the 1:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue data 
points in (b) are orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are colored 




A comparison between SCA vs. basal nRSS and SCA vs. basal RSS in the 4:4 specimen 
(Figure 4.43 and Figure 4.45, respectively) reveals a similar trend of SCA increasing with basal 
nRSS and RSS. However, the RSS plots reveal additional information about how RSS is related 
to the extent of plastic deformation in a grain and basal CRSS. The SCA is relatively constant 
from ~0-80 MPa basal RSS and increasing from ~80-130 MPa at which point basal RSS remains 
relatively constant with increasing SCA. Few grains are carrying basal RSS higher than ~130 
MPa, which may indicate the previous CRSS estimate of 152 MPa in Table 4.3 to be high. 
Grains carrying basal RSS higher than ~130 MPa may be doing so through constraint of hard 
neighbors. 
 
Figure 4.45 Stress coaxiality angle vs. basal RSS in the 4:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue data 
points in (b) are orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are colored 
according to their basal nRSS in (c) and prismatic nRSS in (d). 
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A comparison between SCA vs. basal nRSS and SCA vs. basal RSS in the 1:4 specimen 
(Figure 4.44 and Figure 4.46, respectively) reveals that the trend of SCA increasing with basal 
nRSS only weakly translates to SCA increasing with RSS, if at all. Generally, SCA has very 
little dependence on basal RSS for the 1:4 applied stress ratio loading given specimen texture, 
because grains with low basal RSS typically have high prismatic RSS, as shown in Figure 4.46c, 
d, such that they still plastically deform and have high SCA. However, grains with the highest 
basal RSS (with the exception of a few outliers due to the small grain/high grain boundary stress 
gradient effect) generally account for the highest SCAs. 
 
Figure 4.46 Stress coaxiality angle vs. basal RSS in the 1:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue data 
points in (b) are orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are colored 




The dependencies of SCA on prismatic nRSS and RSS, as well as Mises stress on basal 
and prismatic nRSS and RSS are shown in Appendix C. These figures are included for 
completeness as they generally serve only to reiterate the conclusions drawn from the SCA vs. 
basal nRSS and SCA vs. basal RSS figures. As it has been shown throughout this section, grains 
of similar orientation can exhibit very different behaviors. The source of these behavior 
variances will be investigated in the following section through grain neighborhood 
quantification. 
4.5. Soft and Hard Grain Orientations and Behaviors 
It is clear that the orientation of a grain is largely responsible for its mechanical 
responses, such as the amount of stress it is able to carry, whethefr it will plastically deform, and 
if so, through which slip system or systems. However, the mechanical response of a grain is also 
heavily influenced by the mechanical responses of surrounding grains. This concept of grain 
neighborhood-influenced behavior was alluded to in the previous section and will now be 
addressed directly. The qualifications of soft and hard, established by SCA, Mises stress, 
orientation, and RSS, will continue to be used to characterize individual grains and their 
neighborhoods of first nearest neighbors. Of primary interest will be characterizing the responses 
of hard grains in hard and soft neighborhoods, and soft grains in hard and soft neighborhoods. 
First nearest neighborhoods were established using a three-average-radius criterion: all grains 
with centers of mass within three radii (average radii of the entire 4:4 or 1:4 specimen data set) 
of a given grain’s center of mass are included in its neighborhood. 
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4.5.3. Hard Grain Stress Coaxiality Angle Dependence on Grain Radius 
The grain set used in this analysis was selected from the 4:4 specimen data set on the 
criterion of minimum basal nRSS (i.e., hardest orientations relative to macroscopic loading). 
Their orientations are shown in Figure 4.47. Their radii ranged from 22 to 85 µm and are plotted 
as SCA vs. grain radius in Figure 4.48. As these grains constitute the hardest orientations in the 
4:4 specimen they should exhibit very little plastic deformation, therefore their SCAs are 
functions of their grain boundary stress gradients. The SCA is seen to increase with decreasing 
grain radius, providing additional support to this previously discussed trend in the full data set. 
 
Figure 4.47 Orientations of hard grains based on minimum basal nRSS (i.e., orientation) plotted 





Figure 4.48 Stress coaxiality angle vs. grain radius of hard grains based on minimum basal nRSS 
(Figure 4.47) for 4:4 stress ratio. 
 
4.5.4. Hard Grains in Hard Neighborhoods 
Grains in these sets from the 4:4 and 1:4 specimens were established through a minimum 
SCA criterion, which implies that they should have hard orientations that were subjected to 
minimal load shedding. Hence, they are hard grains in hard neighborhoods. Their orientations are 
shown in Figure 4.49 to all be similar and hard such that behavioral differences should not be 
functions of their orientations. The colors of grain data points were randomly assigned in each 
set purely for identification purposes between figures of a single grain set. The plot of Mises 
stress vs. neighborhood Mises stress in Figure 4.50 indicates that these grains behave similarly to 
their neighborhoods as Mises stress increases with neighborhood Mises stress. An equivalent 
trend is present in Figure 4.51 where Mises stress decreases with increasing SCA (with the 
exception of outlier soft neighborhoods whose SCAs are greater than 12°). Neighborhood 
orientation dependencies of Mises stress also display equivalent trends as Mises stress decreases 
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with both increasing neighborhood basal and prismatic nRSS (Figure 4.52 and Figure 4.53, 
respectively), indicating that lower Mises stress grains have softer oriented neighborhoods. 
However, in these data, neighborhoods are not soft enough to produce substantial load shedding, 
which would result in opposite trends, addressed in the following section. 
 
Figure 4.49 Orientations of hard grains based on minimum stress coaxiality angle plotted on 
(0001) equal area spherical projection PF for 4:4 stress ratio. 
 
Figure 4.50 Mises stress vs. neighborhood Mises stress of hard grains based on minimum stress 




Figure 4.51 Mises stress vs. neighborhood stress coaxiality angle of hard grains based on 
minimum stress coaxiality angle (Figure 4.49) for 4:4 stress ratio. 
 
 
Figure 4.52 Mises stress vs. neighborhood basal nRSS of hard grains based on minimum stress 





Figure 4.53 Mises stress vs. neighborhood prismatic nRSS of hard grains based on minimum 
stress coaxiality angle (Figure 4.49) for 4:4 stress ratio. 
 
Orientations of hard grains in hard neighborhood in the 1:4 specimen, also established 
using the minimum SCA criterion, are shown in Figure 4.54 and generally have low basal and 
prismatic nRSS, however, they are not the lowest relative to the macroscopic loading. Trends 
that were observed in the 4:4 data are generally absent in the 1:4 data with Mises stress vs. 
neighborhood basal nRSS in Figure 4.57 being the only one with a similar trend of Mises stress 
decreasing with increasing basal nRSS. The lack of trends is attributable to the narrower range of 
basal and prismatic nRSS values under 1:4 stress ratio loading with the given texture, which 
eliminates distinctly hard grains and dramatically reduces loading while promoting more 




Figure 4.54 Orientations of hard grains based on minimum stress coaxiality angle plotted on 
(0001) equal area spherical projection PF for 1:4 stress ratio. 
 
 
Figure 4.55 Mises stress vs. neighborhood Mises stress of hard grains based on minimum stress 





Figure 4.56 Mises stress vs. neighborhood stress coaxiality angle of hard grains based on 
minimum stress coaxiality angle (Figure 4.54) for 1:4 stress ratio. 
 
 
Figure 4.57 Mises stress vs. neighborhood basal nRSS of hard grains based on minimum stress 





Figure 4.58 Mises stress vs. neighborhood prismatic nRSS of hard grains based on minimum 
stress coaxiality angle (Figure 4.54) for 1:4 stress ratio. 
 
Grains in this set from the 4:4 specimen were established as hard grains in hard 
neighborhoods through the criterion of having minimum basal-prismatic composite RSS. This is 
a suitable criterion because it indicates that the grains have hard orientations such that stress does 
not resolve on the basal and prismatic slip systems and that their neighborhoods are hard such 
that they are not shedding loads that may resolve on these slip systems. The orientations of these 
grains are shown in Figure 4.59 and all are hard relative to the macroscopic applied load. Again, 
the plot of Mises stress vs. neighborhood Mises stress is used in Figure 4.60 to show that grain 
behaviors trend similarly to neighborhood behaviors since both are hard. These grains always 
have higher Mises stress than their neighborhoods because they were chosen as some of the 
highest Mises stress grains. This behavior is also demonstrated in Figure 4.61 as Mises stress 
decreases with increasing neighborhood SCA and again in Figure 4.62 as Mises stress decreases 
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with increasing neighborhood basal nRSS. Clearly these trends exhibit substantial spread in 
some cases not all variables affecting grain behaviors can be isolated and/or accounted for. 
 
Figure 4.59 Orientations of hard grains based on minimum basal-prismatic composite RSS 
plotted on (0001) equal area spherical projection PF for 4:4 stress ratio. 
 
Figure 4.60 Mises stress vs. neighborhood Mises stress of hard grains based on minimum basal-





Figure 4.61 Mises stress vs. neighborhood stress coaxiality angle of hard grains based on 
minimum basal-prismatic composite RSS (Figure 4.59) for 4:4 stress ratio. 
 
 
Figure 4.62 Mises stress vs. neighborhood basal nRSS of hard grains based on minimum basal-





Figure 4.63 Mises stress vs. neighborhood prismatic nRSS of hard grains based on minimum 
basal-prismatic composite RSS (Figure 4.59) for 4:4 stress ratio. 
 
To contrast the trends observed in the 4:4 specimen, which contains distinctly hard grains 
while the 1:4 does not, the same minimum basal-prismatic composite RSS criterion was applied 
to the 1:4 specimen. The orientations of these grains are shown in Figure 4.64 and generally 
represent very low basal nRSS orientations with the exception of the orange grain aligned with 
the Y direction just beyond the 40° grid line, which is a very low prismatic nRSS orientation. 
Similar but weaker trends are observed in the Mises stress vs. neighborhood Mises stress and 
Mises stress vs. neighborhood basal nRSS plots of Figure 4.65 and Figure 4.67, respectively, 
where Mises stress increase with that of the neighborhood and decreases with basal nRSS of the 
neighborhood. However, the 4:4 trend of Mises stress decreasing with increasing neighborhood 




Figure 4.64 Orientations of hard grains based on minimum basal-prismatic composite RSS 
plotted on (0001) equal area spherical projection PF for 1:4 stress ratio. 
 
 
Figure 4.65 Mises stress vs. neighborhood Mises stress of hard grains based on minimum basal-





Figure 4.66 Mises stress vs. neighborhood stress coaxiality angle of hard grains based on 
minimum basal-prismatic composite RSS (Figure 4.64) for 1:4 stress ratio. 
 
 
Figure 4.67 Mises stress vs. neighborhood basal nRSS of hard grains based on minimum basal-





Figure 4.68 Mises stress vs. neighborhood prismatic nRSS of hard grains based on minimum 
basal-prismatic composite RSS (Figure 4.64) for 1:4 stress ratio. 
 
4.5.5. Hard Grains in Soft Neighborhoods 
Grains in this set from the 4:4 specimen were established as hard grains in soft 
neighborhoods through the criterion of having maximum Mises stress. It has been shown that 
hard grains carry higher Mises stresses than soft grains, but furthermore, hard grains in soft 
neighborhoods should carry the highest due to load shedding. Orientations of these grains in the 
4:4 specimen, shown in Figure 4.69, have c-axes primarily in the Z direction (i.e., out of plane), 
however they have basal nRSS values up to 0.26. Many orientations in the specimen are harder 
than these, which emphasizes the importance of neighborhood effects. Dependency of Mises 
stress on neighborhood stress metrics of Mises stress, SCA, and basal nRSS are all opposite of 
hard grains in hard neighborhoods. Mises stress decreases with increasing neighborhood Mises 
stress (Figure 4.70), increases with increasing neighborhood SCA (Figure 4.71), and increases 




Figure 4.69 Orientations of hard grains based on maximum Mises stress plotted on (0001) equal 
area spherical projection PF for 4:4 stress ratio. 
 
exhibiting increased plastic deformation and subsequently additional load shedding onto hard 
grains. Perhaps a more interesting relation than Mises stress dependence on neighborhood basal 
nRSS is that on neighborhood prismatic nRSS, shown in Figure 4.73. It displays much less 
spread than the former because it more accurately captures the orientations of soft grains. This is 
because under 4:4 loading basal nRSS has a maximum when c-axes are oriented 45° off the Z 
axis and varies symmetrically about this position (i.e., has the same value at 30° and 60° off the 
Z axis) such grains with the same basal nRSS can have very different prismatic nRSS because 
prismatic nRSS increases from 0 to its maximum in the 0° to 90° range. Hence, in the 4:4 
loading condition, prismatic nRSS provides a more complete characterization of how soft a 
neighborhood’s average orientation is as it also captures basal nRSS. The trend in Mises stress 
vs. neighborhood prismatic nRSS therefore indicates that deformation by both basal and 
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prismatic slip sheds more load than by only basal slip because principal stress components are 
more proportionately relieved. 
 
Figure 4.70 Mises stress vs. neighborhood Mises stress of hard grains based on maximum Mises 
stress (Figure 4.69) for 4:4 stress ratio. 
 
 
Figure 4.71 Mises stress vs. neighborhood stress coaxiality angle of hard grains based on 





Figure 4.72 Mises stress vs. neighborhood basal nRSS of hard grains based on maximum Mises 
stress (Figure 4.69) for 4:4 stress ratio. 
 
 
Figure 4.73 Mises stress vs. neighborhood prismatic nRSS of hard grains based on maximum 




The orientations of hard grains in soft neighborhoods in the 1:4 specimen using the same 
maximum Mises stress criterion are shown in Figure 4.74 and generally correspond to lowest 
basal-prismatic composite nRSS for the given loading and texture. The same plots as above 
(Mises stress vs. neighborhood variables of Mises stress, stress coaxiality angle, basal nRSS, and 
prismatic nRSS) are shown in Figure 4.74 through Figure 4.78, respectively. These plots serve to 
illustrate the less pronounced hard and soft behaviors in the 1:4 specimen due to the lack of 




Figure 4.74 Orientations of hard grains based on maximum Mises stress plotted on (0001) equal 





Figure 4.75 Mises stress vs. neighborhood Mises stress of hard grains based on maximum Mises 
stress (Figure 4.74) for 1:4 stress ratio. 
 
 
Figure 4.76 Mises stress vs. neighborhood stress coaxiality angle of hard grains based on 





Figure 4.77 Mises stress vs. neighborhood basal nRSS of hard grains based on maximum Mises 
stress (Figure 4.74) for 1:4 stress ratio. 
 
 
Figure 4.78 Mises stress vs. neighborhood prismatic nRSS of hard grains based on maximum 




Grains in this set from the 4:4 specimen were established as hard basal grains in soft 
basal neighborhoods by sorting grains by neighborhood basal nRSS and selecting those with the 
highest values in conjunction with having basal nRSS values less than 0.15. The orientations of 
these grains are shown in Figure 4.79. The trends in Mises stress vs. neighborhood variables of 
Mises stress, stress coaxiality angle, basal nRSS, and prismatic nRSS (Figure 4.80 through 
Figure 4.83) are all similar to those of the hard grains in hard neighborhoods established through 
the maximum Mises stress criterion. These data serve to illustrate the agreement between 
theoretically and experimentally based predictions. 
 
 
Figure 4.79 Orientations of hard grains based on minimum basal nRSS (i.e., orientation) in soft 
basal neighborhoods based on maximum basal nRSS plotted on (0001) equal area spherical 





Figure 4.80 Mises stress vs. neighborhood Mises stress of hard grains based on minimum basal 
nRSS (i.e., orientation) in soft basal neighborhoods based on maximum basal nRSS (Figure 4.79) 
for 4:4 stress ratio. 
 
 
Figure 4.81 Mises stress vs. neighborhood stress coaxiality angle of hard grains based on 
minimum basal nRSS (i.e., orientation) in soft basal neighborhoods based on maximum basal 





Figure 4.82 Mises stress vs. neighborhood basal nRSS of hard grains based on minimum basal 
nRSS (i.e., orientation) in soft basal neighborhoods based on maximum basal nRSS (Figure 4.79) 
for 4:4 stress ratio. 
 
 
Figure 4.83 Mises stress vs. neighborhood prismatic nRSS of hard grains based on minimum 
basal nRSS (i.e., orientation) in soft basal neighborhoods based on maximum basal nRSS (Figure 




The orientations of hard grains in soft neighborhoods in the 1:4 specimen using the same 
criteria of sorting by neighborhood basal nRSS and selecting those with the highest values in 
conjunction with having basal nRSS values less than 0.15 (with the exception of one grains at 
0.22) are shown in Figure 4.84 and generally correspond to lowest basal-prismatic composite 
nRSS for the given loading and texture. As was the case in the previous 1:4 specimen data, the 
trends in Mises stress vs. neighborhood variables of Mises stress, stress coaxiality angle, basal 
nRSS, and prismatic nRSS (Figure 4.85 through Figure 4.88) are fainter and with more spread 
than in the 4:4 specimen. However, the trend of grains likely deforming by basal and prismatic 
slip shedding more load still remains prominent as evidenced by Mises stress increasing with 
increasing prismatic nRSS in Figure 4.88. 
 
Figure 4.84 Orientations of hard grains based on minimum basal nRSS (i.e., orientation) in soft 
basal neighborhoods based on maximum basal nRSS plotted on (0001) equal area spherical 





Figure 4.85 Mises stress vs. neighborhood Mises stress of hard grains based on minimum basal 
nRSS (i.e., orientation) in soft basal neighborhoods based on maximum basal nRSS (Figure 4.84) 
for 1:4 stress ratio. 
 
 
Figure 4.86 Mises stress vs. neighborhood stress coaxiality angle of hard grains based on 
minimum basal nRSS (i.e., orientation) in soft basal neighborhoods based on maximum basal 





Figure 4.87 Mises stress vs. neighborhood basal nRSS of hard grains based on minimum basal 
nRSS (i.e., orientation) in soft basal neighborhoods based on maximum basal nRSS (Figure 4.84) 
for 1:4 stress ratio. 
 
 
Figure 4.88 Mises stress vs. neighborhood prismatic nRSS of hard grains based on minimum 
basal nRSS (i.e., orientation) in soft basal neighborhoods based on maximum basal nRSS (Figure 




4.5.6. Soft Grain Neighborhood Dependencies 
Grains in this section were determined to be soft through criteria of maximum basal 
nRSS and minimum Mises stress. Additionally, average SCA and Mises stress data are compared 
to bolster the conclusions drawn from the maximum basal nRSS and minimum Mises stress soft 
criteria analyses. As a means to further demonstrate the validity of both Mises stress and SCA as 
metrics for plastic deformation, and soft and hard behaviors (i.e., load shedding and receiving), 
figures in this section use SCA as the dependent variable as opposed to Mises stress, used in the 
previous section. The goal was to understand behavioral differences between soft grains as they 
relate to their neighborhoods being soft or hard. The first sets of grains from the 4:4 and 1:4 
specimens were established as soft grains through the criterion of having maximum basal nRSS. 
Orientations of these grains from the 4:4 specimen are shown in Figure 4.89. The comparison of 
grains SCA to neighborhood SCA in Figure 4.90 shows that SCA in soft grains increases with 
increasing SCA in their neighborhoods. The equivalent trend of SCA decreasing with increasing 
Mises stress is not displayed in Figure 4.91, which is scattered and lacks a discernable trend. 
Similar trends are seen for SCA with neighborhood basal and prismatic nRSS in Figure 4.92 and 
Figure 4.93, respectively. These trends indicate that soft grains in soft neighborhoods have 
higher SCA than hard neighborhoods. Hard neighborhoods cause lower SCA in soft grains 
through constraining the extent of plastic deformation and imposing a lower coaxiality angle 
stress state through load transfer. Conversely, soft grains in soft neighborhoods may plastically 
deform more freely and experience more load shedding from their neighbors, promoting further 




Figure 4.89 Orientations of soft grains based on maximum basal nRSS (i.e., orientation) plotted 
on (0001) equal area spherical projection PF for 4:4 stress ratio. 
 
 
Figure 4.90 Stress coaxiality angle vs. neighborhood stress coaxiality angle of soft grains based 





Figure 4.91 Stress coaxiality angle vs. neighborhood Mises stress of soft grains based on 
maximum basal nRSS (i.e. orientation) (Figure 4.89) for 4:4 stress ratio. 
 
 
Figure 4.92 Stress coaxiality angle vs. neighborhood basal nRSS of soft grains based on 





Figure 4.93 Stress coaxiality angle vs. neighborhood prismatic nRSS of soft grains based on 
maximum basal nRSS (i.e., orientation) (Figure 4.89) for 4:4 stress ratio. 
 
 
Orientations of soft grains in the 1:4 specimen selected according to maximum basal 
nRSS are shown in Figure 4.94. These grains generally display the same trends as in the 4:4 
specimen for SCA dependence on neighborhood SCA and neighborhood prismatic nRSS shown 
in Figure 4.95 and Figure 4.98, respectively. The SCA dependence on Mises stress lacks a 
discernable trend, as was the case in the 4:4 specimen. Dependence on basal nRSS is also 
lacking, however, SCA increasing with increasing prismatic nRSS captures the effect of dual slip 




Figure 4.94 Orientations of soft grains based on maximum basal nRSS (i.e., orientation) plotted 
on (0001) equal area spherical projection PF for 1:4 stress ratio. 
 
 
Figure 4.95 Stress coaxiality angle vs. neighborhood stress coaxiality angle of soft grains based 





Figure 4.96 Stress coaxiality angle vs. neighborhood Mises stress of soft grains based on 
maximum basal nRSS (i.e., orientation) (Figure 4.94) for 1:4 stress ratio. 
 
 
Figure 4.97 Stress coaxiality angle vs. neighborhood basal nRSS of soft grains based on 





Figure 4.98 Stress coaxiality angle vs. neighborhood prismatic nRSS of soft grains based on 
maximum basal nRSS (i.e., orientation) (Figure 4.94) for 1:4 stress ratio. 
 
Orientations of soft grains in the 4:4 specimen selected according to minimum Mises 
stress are shown in Figure 4.99 and generally represent soft basal orientations. The SCA displays 
the expected dependencies on neighborhood variables of SCA, Mises stress, basal nRSS, and 
prismatic nRSS (Figure 4.100 through Figure 4.103, respectively) that indicate SCA in soft 
grains increasing with neighborhood hardness. The two blue, highest SCA grains in the 
neighborhood SCA and neighborhood basal nRSS plots (Figure 4.100 and Figure 4.102) appear 
to be outliers such that they should have lower SCA based on their neighborhood SCA and basal 
nRSS. However, these grains also have the highest neighborhood prismatic nRSSs, reiterating 
that dual slip family activation contributes to high SCA. This trend is also strongly displayed in 





Figure 4.99 Orientations of soft grains based on minimum Mises stress plotted on (0001) equal 
area spherical projection PF for 4:4 stress ratio. 
 
 
Figure 4.100 Stress coaxiality angle vs. neighborhood stress coaxiality angle of soft grains based 





Figure 4.101 Stress coaxiality angle vs. neighborhood Mises stress of soft grains based on 
minimum Mises stress (Figure 4.99) for 4:4 stress ratio. 
 
 
Figure 4.102 Stress coaxiality angle vs. neighborhood basal nRSS of soft grains based on 





Figure 4.103 Stress coaxiality angle vs. neighborhood prismatic nRSS of soft grains based on 
minimum Mises stress (Figure 4.99) for 4:4 stress ratio. 
 
 
Figure 4.104 Stress coaxiality angle vs. neighborhood basal RSS of soft grains based on 





Figure 4.105 Stress coaxiality angle vs. neighborhood prismatic RSS of soft grains based on 
minimum Mises stress (Figure 4.99) for 4:4 stress ratio. 
 
The 1:4 specimen minimum Mises stress grain orientation are plotted in Figure 4.106 and 
generally correspond to high basal nRSS orientations with the exceptions of the red point near 
the “X”, which has low basal and high prismatic nRSS, and the turquois point approximately 40° 
off the Z axis and 20° off the X axis, which corresponds to both moderately high basal and 
prismatic nRSS. The SCAs generally increase with neighborhood SCAs with the exception of the 
highest SCA neighborhoods, shown in Figure 4.107. Dependency on neighborhood Mises stress 
is not displayed in Figure 4.108. The dependencies of SCA on neighborhood basal and 
neighborhood prismatic nRSS shown in Figure 4.109 and Figure 4.110 are similar, as previously 
observed. The data bifurcates with decreasing basal nRSS into branches of high and low 




Figure 4.106 Orientations of soft grains based on minimum Mises stress plotted on (0001) equal 
area spherical projection PF for 1:4 stress ratio. 
 
 
Figure 4.107 Stress coaxiality angle vs. neighborhood stress coaxiality angle of soft grains based 





Figure 4.108 Stress coaxiality angle vs. neighborhood Mises stress of soft grains based on 
minimum Mises stress (Figure 4.106) for 1:4 stress ratio. 
 
 
Figure 4.109 Stress coaxiality angle vs. neighborhood basal nRSS of soft grains based on 





Figure 4.110 Stress coaxiality angle vs. neighborhood prismatic nRSS of soft grains based on 
minimum Mises stress (Figure 4.106) for 1:4 stress ratio. 
 
The trends in this section served to illustrate that SCA and Mises stress in softly oriented 
grains are influenced by the orientations of their neighbors. Namely, hard neighborhoods, in 
comparison to soft, impose constraints on soft grains that limit plastic deformation and 
subsequently decrease SCA while also transferring load to soft grains, leading to increased Mises 
stress. These trends are further demonstrated and summarized in Table 4.4 through direct 
comparisons of mean SCA and mean Mises stress of both soft basal and soft prismatic grain sets 
in 4:4 and 1:4 specimens with both soft and hard neighborhoods. In all cases, grains in soft 
neighborhoods had higher mean SCAs and lower mean Mises stresses than their equivalent sets 
that had hard neighborhoods.  
The data and analyses presented in this chapter served to elucidate the complex 
relationships, interactions, and effects of grain stress states, orientations, neighborhood 
orientations, and applied loadings. The culmination of these analyses is to provide insight into 
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the initiation and propagation of cracks under dwell fatigue loading. Insights that should serve to 
explain existing observations from a mechanics perspective as well as suggest means of 
preventing or reducing detrimental micromechanical behaviors. 
 
Table 4.4 Mean SCA and Mises stress in soft basal and soft prismatic grains (defined by having 
high nRSS) with soft or hard neighborhoods (defined by having high or low basal-prismatic 
composite nRSS). 









4:4 Specimen, Soft Basal 18 416 17.4 499 
4:4 Specimen, Soft Prismatic 17.9 468 16 636 
1:4 Specimen, Soft Basal 27.7 323 24.8 405 






CHAPTER 5   
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The goal of this body of work was to address shortcomings in the fields of 
micromechanics and multiaxial stress state analyses through the creation of new experimental 
capabilities and analysis techniques. And to demonstrate the capacity of them through 
application to a well-known and highly relevant problem. Of primary interest for these new 
experimental capabilities and analysis techniques are advanced alloys that often have low 
symmetry crystal lattices and can exhibit anisotropic and asymmetric mechanical responses. This 
body of work provides a foundation for elucidating these behaviors, which is paramount to the 
modeling and application of these materials and subsequent societal advancements they may 
accompany them. 
5.1. Advancements in State of the Art Experimental Capabilities 
High energy X-ray diffraction experiments are becoming increasingly popular due to 
their ability to push the boundaries of what is temporally and spatially possible to measure 
nondestructively. Far-field high energy diffraction microcopy (ff-HEDM), or 3-dimensional X-
ray diffraction (3DXRD) is one such technique and was the focus in this work. A very novel 
technique in its own right, when combined in situ with various forms of material manipulation 
(e.g. heating, cooling, loading, etc.) ff-HEDM produces nondestructive 3D microscopic data 
capable of elucidating previously inaccessible material behaviors. This work served to leverage 
this technique to understand the micromechanics in materials subjected to macroscopic planar 
biaxial loadings by employing a custom planar biaxial load frame and specimen geometries. 
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The planar biaxial load frame was specifically designed for use with ff-HEDM such that 
it can be transported to and mounted in a hutch on a goniometer stage and rotated during X-ray 
data collection with minimal beam interference. It is also suitable for neutron diffraction 
experimentation. The specimen geometry was designed specifically for use with ff-HEDM while 
also exhibiting desirable mechanical characteristics including the creation of any plane stress 
ratio in the gage. 
5.2. Contributions to Multiaxial Stress State Analyses 
To aid in the interpretation and analysis of multiaxial stress states a visualization method 
analogous to Schmid factor inverse pole figures was devised for predicting relative probabilities 
of deformation mechanisms. This technique involves calculating a normalized version of 
resolved shear stress for the deformation mechanisms of interest and plotting these values on 
pole figures. 
5.3. Insights into Micromechanics of Dwell Fatigue Crack Initiation 
As was discussed in Chapter 1, dwell fatigue crack initiation sites are widely accepted to 
be consequences of dislocation pileups at grain boundaries between hard and soft grains. They 
have been observed to form on near basal planes in high basal RSS orientations (i.e., soft) that 
are adjacent to grains in low basal RSS (i.e., hard) orientations. Subsequent short crack length 
propagation is through the adjacent hard grains on planes typically 10-15° from the basal, closely 
approximated by {101[7} or {101[8}. The analyses presented provide mechanistic explanation for 
crack initiation on basal planes. 
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Basal and prismatic slip systems, as previously discussed, and typically measured to be 
similar in strength (i.e., CRSS). On this basis, basal initiation is therefore preferred over 
prismatic because the basal family operates on a single plane as opposed to the prismatic 
families’ three planes, resulting in less basal hardening, more accumulated plastic deformation, 
and preferential crack initiation on basal planes. However, an additional consequence in this 
series of events, which to the authors knowledge has not been previously observed or considered 
prior to this study, is cyclic basal CRSS softening. The observation of cyclic basal CRSS 
softening in the current work suggests that this phenomenon is an additional mechanism that 
contributes to basal slip accumulation and subsequent preferential basal plane crack initiation. 
The evolution of grain scale stress states observed in this study also provides a more in-depth 
understanding of dwell fatigue crack initiation. 
Crack initiation and propagation facet orientations often do not coincide with maximum 
basal RSS or normal stress orientations, which are the stress components regarded as most 
important to their formations. However, this study has shown that through the evolution of SCA, 
the observed orientations may in fact be those experiencing maximum basal RSS or normal 
stress. That is, plastic deformation in soft grains relieves the stress components responsible for 
the plastic deformation and increases SCA such that their principal components of stress become 
less aligned with the macroscopic stress state. Simultaneously, adjacent hard grains take on the 
relieved stress components, which also increases their SCA and tend to make them the highest 
stress grains in the material. The consequences of this interaction in soft grains are reduced 
Mises stress, increased hydrostatic stress, and subsequently increased stress triaxiality, which is 
known to be high in front of crack tips and contribute to fracture. In the context of planar biaxial 
loading, these occur because of out of plane (i.e., third principal) Poisson contraction in hard 
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grains that exerts a tensile force on soft grains. Thus, load shedding not only leads to 
geometrically preferential failure sites through dislocation pileups, but also causes high stress 
triaxiality in the soft grains. As these behaviors are inherently functions of stress state and 
microstructure (i.e., orientations), they can only be avoided through control of one or both. 
The nRSS PFs for hcp slip systems presented in this work and the experimental results in 
agreement with their predictions revealed that intermediate multiaxial stress states (i.e., not 
proportional in the case of planar biaxial) decrease the dwell debit by eliminating distinctly hard 
grains and thereby preventing the existence of worst-case scenario rogue grain combinations. 
Given this result, it is advantageous to subject dwell sensitive components to intermediate 
multiaxial loading rather than uniaxial. This could be accomplished through design such that the 
applied load is multiaxial or through component geometry design such that a multiaxial stress 
state is produced from a uniaxial (or equally detrimental) loading. The nRSS PFs also revealed 
that material texture can be equally as important as stress state. This insight implies tailoring 
microstructure to application, which could be accomplished through material processing or 





CHAPTER 6   
ONGOING AND FUTURE WORK 
6.1. Fractography of Biaxially Loaded Specimens 
A specimen was loaded in proportional 4:4 tension-tension to failure at a strain rate of 
approximately 10-7 s-1. The X and Y force-strain curves to failure are shown in Figure 6.1a and 
the stress-strain curves of the elastic regime are shown in Figure 6.1b along with uniaxial stress-
strain from a similarly textured specimen. The force strain curves do not exhibit the near 
perfectly plastic behavior typically observed in this material due to the biaxial specimen 
geometry loading structure continuing to elastically deform while the gage plastically deforms. 
The slope change in the Y response in the plastic regime is likely to do initiation of a crack that 
was normal to the loading axis, such that it did not affect the X response. As previously 
discussed in Chapter 2, stress calculations in the plastic regime for the planar biaxial specimen 
geometry rely on lattice strains from ff-HEDM data. As such, only the elastic regimes of the 
stress-strain curves are shown. Similar yield strengths observed for the biaxial and uniaxial 
loadings. The apparent higher Young’s modulus in the biaxial curves is a consequence of 
resistance to deformation in the would-be Poisson directions produced from the biaxial loading. 
A macroscopic overview of the specimen failure is provided in Figure 6.2. Strain fields 
from DIC for X and Y axes just before fracture are shown in Figure 6.2a, b. The locations of the 
crack initiation sites correspond to the regions of maximum X and Y strain. Initiation site (1) is 
on a macroscopic crack path normal to the Y axis and parallel to the X axis indicative of brittle 
fracture due to maximum X axis normal stress. Initiation site (2) is on a path ~45° to both axes, 
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which corresponds to propagation along a maximum shear stress plane. Fractography was 
conducted on and around the two initiation sites using SEM. 
 
Figure 6.1 (a) Force strain curves of the X and Y axes for proportional 4:4 tension-tension 
loading and (b) elastic regime stress strain curves of the X and Y axes for proportional 4:4 
tension-tension and uniaxial tension. 
 
An SEM image of initiation site (1) from Figure 6.2 is shown in Figure 6.3a with the 
actual initiation facet outlined in red. The surrounding facets labeled (c) and (e) are shown are 
higher magnification in Figure 6.3c, e, respectively. The orientations of these three facets relative 
to the Y loading axis and facet normals were identified with the QTF technique and are plotted 
on IPFs in Figure 6.3b, d, f. The initiation facet basal plane is ~25-29° off the Y axis while the 
facet normal is ~16-19° off the basal plane. The adjacent propagation facet basal planes are ~23° 







Figure 6.2 (a) (b) The Y and X axis strain fields just before fracture and (c) a fracture overview 
showing X and Y loading directions and location of two crack initiation sites that were identified 







Figure 6.3 (a) An SEM image of initiation site (1) from Figure 6.2c with the actual initiation 
facet outlined and red and labels on (c), (e) surrounding propagation facets. Orientations relative 
to the Y loading axis and facet normal for (b) the initiation site, (d) propagation facet (c), and (f) 





An SEM image of initiation site (2) from Figure 6.2 is shown in Figure 6.4a. The facet 
with the red box on it was identified as intergranular fracture due to the orientation mismatch 
with the mating surface, making this an interesting topic of further investigation as facets are 
typically identified as intragranular fracture. The red box also represents the inset in Figure 6.4b 
that shows several deformation traces labeled 1-6 with colors representing unique orientations. 
The orientations of these traces, shown on an IPF in Figure 6.5, do not correspond to known slip 
or twinning systems, also making them interesting topics of further investigation. The orientation 
of the facet normal is ~37° off basal plane while the closest rational directions of the deformation 
traces are [21[1[1] for traces 1 and 5, a75[2[1c for traces 2 and 4, a72[5[4c for trace 3, and [4[223] 
for trace 6. These inconclusive single-plane SEM analyses motivate a more complete double-
plane TEM study using focused ion beam (FIB) milled samples. 
 
Figure 6.4 (a) An SEM image of initiation site (2) with the inset of (b) squared in red. The inset 
(b) has deformation traces 1-6 labeled whose orientations were identified. The orientation of the 





Figure 6.5 An IPF showing orientations of the facet normal, traces 1 and 5, traces, 2 and 4, trace 
3, and trace 6 from Figure 6.4b. 
 
The extension of this fractography study will be the double-plane TEM characterization 
of these traces. Additionally, a more complete fractography study for biaxial loading is desired. 
This will include more complete microstructural characterization such as dislocation densities 
and defect analyses. The approach will be to characterize virgin material as well as material that 
has been subjected to biaxial loading ratios of 1:4, 2:4, and 4:4 under monotonic, cyclic fatigue, 
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Figure A.2 Technical drawing of worm gear in the rotary union system. 
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Figure A.3 Technical drawing of the upper support plate in the rotary union system. 
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Figure A.4 Technical drawing of the lower support plates in the rotary union system. 
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Figure A.5 Technical drawing of the motor mounting plate in the rotary union system. 
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Figure A.6 Technical drawing of the reverse thrust plate in the rotary union system. 
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Figure A.7 Technical drawing of the forward thrust plate in the rotary union system. 
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Figure B.1 Technical drawing for 400 MPa specimen geometry. 
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Figure B.2 Technical drawing for 800 MPa specimen geometry. 
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Figure B.3 Technical drawing for 1100 MPa specimen geometry. 
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Figure B.4 Technical drawing for 1700 MPa specimen geometry. 
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Figure C.1 Stress coaxiality angle vs. prismatic nRSS in the 4:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue data 
points in (b) are orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are colored 








Figure C.2 Stress coaxiality angle vs. prismatic nRSS in the 1:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue data 
points in (b) are orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are colored 








Figure C.3 Stress coaxiality angle vs. prismatic RSS in the 4:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue data 
points in (b) are orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are colored 








Figure C.4 Stress coaxiality angle vs. prismatic RSS in the 1:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue data 
points in (b) are orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are colored 








Figure C.5 Mises stress vs. basal nRSS in the 4:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue data points in (b) 
are orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are colored according to 








Figure C.6 Mises stress vs. basal nRSS in the 1:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue data points in (b) 
are orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are colored according to 








Figure C.7 Mises stress vs. basal RSS in the 4:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue data points in (b) are 
orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are colored according to their 








Figure C.8 Mises stress vs. basal RSS in the 1:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue data points in (b) are 
orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are colored according to their 








Figure C.9 Mises stress vs. prismatic nRSS in the 4:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue data points in 
(b) are orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are colored according to 








Figure C.10 Mises stress vs. prismatic nRSS in the 1:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue data points in 
(b) are orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are colored according to 








Figure C.11 Mises stress vs. prismatic RSS in the 4:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue data points in 
(b) are orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are colored according to 








Figure C.12 Mises stress vs. prismatic RSS in the 1:4 stress ratio specimen. Blue data points in 
(b) are orientations with basal and prismatic nRSS of at least 0.3. Grains are colored according to 
their basal nRSS in (c) and prismatic nRSS in (d). 
